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PREFACE

This study was done at the Visibility Laboratory, Scripps

In.stitution of Oceanography# University of California, San

Diego, by Mr. Richardson outside of working hours as his thesis

for the degree of Master of Science in Engineering from the

University of California, Los Angeles. Although the study

was done at no cost to the Laboratory contracts, it is

pertinent and of interest to the program of the Laboratory

and, as such, is presented as a Laboratory report.

S. Q. Duntley
Director
Visibility Laboratory
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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

A Study of the Factors Affecting the Sighting

of Surface Vessels from Aircraft

by

William Hadley Richardson

A collection of 3,465 detailed reports of sightinge of surface

vessels from aircraft of the U. S. Coast Guard are analyzed by pro-

bit analysis to determine visual thresholds and measures of variance

of the thresholds. Each of seventeen conditions affecting the sight-

ing range is studied separately to determine its effect. Empirical

functions are developed to describe the threshold effects of each of

the eleven following conditions in decreasing order of importancet

(1) meteorological visibility, (2) altitude of aircraft, (3) ship

size, (4) height of major swells, (5) cloud cover, (6) wind velocity,

(7) relative bearing of target, (8) sun altitude, (9) relative bear-

ing of sun, (10) wake size, and (11) wind azimuth. Thresholds are

developed for the six folloving diacrete conditions in decreasing

order of importance: (12) visual aid, (13) range determination

method, (14) type of observing unit, (15) time of day, (16) observer,

(17) station. In each cases tables of probit results and graphs are

included. Only wind azimuth is found to have an insignificant effect.

Classification of data is made by mechanical card sorter, probit
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analysis by electronic computer and the remainder of the calcula- j

tions by desk calculator. Measures of precision are listed and
2,

X F and t tests are used at the 0.05 level. A table of fac-

tors for each condition is included to allow forecasting of sighting

thresholds and explanation of use for any probability level. A

random selection of sightings is made in order to supply conditions

for use of these factor tables as a demonstration of forecasting

and as a test of the reliability of the data and of the forecasting

method. Suggestions for further study are made.
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1.0 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to determine, from given data,

the factors affecting the sighting of surface vessels from aircraft

and to evaluate the factors and to develop a method of forecasting

the sighting of surface vessels under particular circumstances.
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2.0 Disoussion of the Problem2.1.1
2.1 origin

The initial impetus toward the final results in this project

came from the work of the Visibility Laboratory, Scripps Institution

of Oceanography, University of California, and from the idea that

an empirical study and analysis of actual sightings of targets would

be of assistance in the Laboratory's research into vision, visibility,

perception and recognition theory. The first opportunity to develop

this idea came with the discovery (1956) of a series of reports of

the sighting of submarines by aircraft, made under the supervision

of Captain Dayton Brown, U.S.N.R., Retired, U. S. Navy Electronics

L.boratory. A preliminary study of this data indicated the

feasibility of statistical analysis, although there were some dis-

advantages inherent in the data. For example an insufficient number

of conditions were reported and, most important, the data were

classified under national security acts. The classification could

not be removed. Since precisely this type of study had been chosen

as a thesis project, the security difficulty was frustrating. How-

ever# enough work was done in the study cited to demonstrate the

possibilities of extending such an investigation. It should be

noted here t.at the impicio- of th^_- initi 4 al ork w ere borne out

by the eventual conclusions presented in this paper.

At about the time that the security aspect of the first material

was becoming ra.her discouraging, there was a fortunate development
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(1958) in that a similar project was reported to have been completed

recently by the U. S. Coast Guard (Appendix U and V). Investigation

showed that it was a very thorough reporting of practically all of

the factors affecting visibility of surface craft, that could be

readily determined by a trained observer. The reports covered

almost 10,000 sightings of surface craft from both surface and air

craft.

The results of this project had been given to the Operations

Evaluation Group, U. S. Navy, for analysis. A visit to the

Group (1958) elicited the assistance of Dr. J. H. Engel, Deputy

Director. He explained the scope of the Group's work and was kind

enough to turn over an abstract of the data on IBM cards. From his

description of their work, it appeared that more could be done than

they had planned. Thus emerged the possibility of developing the

Coast Guard data into this thesis.

The Operations Evaluation Group has made an internal report of

their study of the data, but this material has not been released.

It is sufficient to say that the approach was different from that

of the study presented hernin, and there is a marked difference

between results, in general, and between interpretations in several

cases.
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2.2 Approach to the Study

The original~goal of the study was a statistical analysis of

the various factors affecting sighting of ships from aircraft and

determination of the effect of these factors on the sighting range#

thus the sighting range became the dependent variable in the

relationships and the factors affecting it became the independent

variables. After consideration of time and facilities available,

and the appropriate scope of the study, it was decided to analyze

first the sighting range in terms of each variable in turn, and

then to determine which variables had significant effects. The

data would not be analyzed further unless required for a satisfac-

tory completion of the study within the stated limits. Furthermore

it was decided that detailed considcration of the interaction of

subelaasifications of the variables would be beyond the scope of

such a study. Finally, there did not seem to be a place for

consideration of visibility theory at this stage of development.

The statistical concepts to be used were originally planned

to be central tendency, and variance. The variation of these

measures with changes in each variable were to be determined. The

work was to be done on an automatic desk calculator, leaving a more

thorough computer investigation for a later study based on the

results of this one. Such a preliminary development had been made

for the abandoned Brown data (Section 2.1) and had indicated the

probable value of this approach.
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2.3 Development of the Approach

While preliminary processing of the data was proceeding (1960),

there was a requirement in the psychophysics research of the

Vision Branohp Visibility Laboratory, for a computer treatment by

probit analysis of perceptual threshold experiments. In this

application a visual threshold is that point at which there is an

arbitrary probability of seeing a given target. A probit analysis

program (Section 2.4) was made for the Burroughs 220 computer based

on a previously developed automatic calculator method of the author.

A consideration of this program indicated that it would be suitable

for a study of the Coast Guard data, and it was immediately evident

that a threshold study of the data would be superior to, and more

useful than, a straight mean and standard deviation study. It would

have been intellectually uneconomical not to use the fine tool

(probit analysis) that was at hand. So the standard statistical

approach and the desk calculator were relinquished in favor of pro-

bit analysis on the high speed computer.
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2.4 Probit Analysis

The probit analysis method comes from several diverse sources.

Essentially it is a method of fitting distribution functions to

weighted data obtained from experiments. Early phases of its

development were motivated by the requirement for the determination

of kill dosages of insecticides. The probit method is based

mathematically on the maximum likelihood method for estimation of

parameters. The analysis was developed principally by Fisher (8)p

Garwood (10), and Finney (7), among others to be mentioned later.

The transformation from experimental frequencies to normal deviates

was introduced by Hazen (11), and Whipple (24) by graphical means

and later developed analytically, as now used in probit analysis,

by Wright (25) and Gaddum (9), apparently independently. The

weighting method involved in the transformation of experimental

frequencies is due to Muller (17) and was rigorously developed by

Urban (21). Bliss (1 and 2) was responsible for the name Oprobit"

and for a gener..l duscription of the procOss.

In the development of the probit analysis method, equations

of estimation were derived by the use of the maximum likelihood

method. A likelihood function was set up which was proportional

to the product of the probabilities of empirical ratios of number of

responses to number of presentations of stimuli. Taking the

SParenthesized numbers following authors' names refer to the
corresponding numbers in the bibliography.
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logarithm of this function simplified development and did not change

the oharacter of the process. The logarithm of the likelihood

function was then maximxized with respect to the two unknown pena-

meters, threshold and 'dard deviation, by equating the partial

derivatives to sere. The result was a system of two simultaneous

equations which could lead to determining the unknown parameters

mentioned above. The simultaneous system generally could not be

solved by direct methods but could be solved approximately by

iteration after expanding in Taylor's series and using trial values

of the parameters. The solution of the equations was further

simplified by substituting for the threshold and standard deviation

their equivalents in terms of the slope and intercept of the linear

transformation from the stimulus domain to the normal domain, since

the new trial parameters could be found readily, either graphically,

or analytically by the method of least squares, or other fitting

method. The solution of the transformed system of simultaneous

equations was then formulized after introduction of a device called

the working probitp which further simplified the formulation.

The probit analysis method is adaptable to many experimental

problems involving cumulative quantal data. The method is in use

in psychophysical research at the University of Michigan and

the University of california. It has been adapted for desk calcu-

lator use by Kinuald and Blackwell (13), and by the author (18);

to digital computers by Moldauer and Kincaid (16) for MIDAC, by

Lamphiear and Wendel (14) for IBM 650, and by the author for
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Burroughs 220 (future publication) and CDC 1604 aid IBM 7090 1A

(future publication).

The adaptation used in this project is that of the author for

the Burroughs 220 (future publication) which in turn is based on

his adaptation for desk calculators (18). Given cumulative positive

responses to stimuli over the range of the stimuli, ratios or

empirical probabilities are calculated and transformed to abscissas

of the normal distribution function, normal (0,1), that is with

mean of zero and stfutdard deviation of one. Finney (7) uses a

5-biased normal distribution, normal (5,1), to avoid negative

abscissas. The resulting abscissa is called the probit, hence the

name of the method. In the digital computer treatment negative

abscissas are no disadvantage so the 5-bias is not used, though the

liberty is taken of calling this abscissa a probit also, since the

use is the same. The probit which has been determined is termed

the empirical probit. A trial linear transformation function of

the form y = a + bx to transform from the experimental domain to

the normal domain is determined, in this method, by the method of

least squares. The resulting probits, y , corresponding to the

experimental stimulus points, x , are termed trial probits. Having

determined the trial probits for the range of stimuli, the weighting

factor is applied to account for te .---ntabi• ty • f thc empirical

probabilities toward the tails of the distribution function. All of

the requirements are now available for the solution of the maximum

likelihood system. The solution is facilitated by the introduction
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t.

of the working probitp sometimes and incorrectly called the corrected

probits which allows a simply caloulated, next approximation to the

parameters of the transformation function. Approximate values of

the threshold and standard deviation are determined directly from
2

the parameters and are used to make a X test of the relation

between the empirical frequency ratio and the ratio calculated from

the threshold and standard deviation, If the test shows a signifi-

cant difference, the transformation parameters are used as corrected

trial parameters to reenter the process in order to improve the

results by iteration. The computer application used in this project
2

continues iteration until an acceptable X value results or until
2

the process begins to diverge. If an acceptable X value results,

the final approximation of the threshold and standard deviation are

recorded.

The flow of the computation is shown in Appendix W.

It may be of interest that the computer process requires a

computation time of 2 to 3 seconds, since card input of data is

folded into the computation. Print-out time is about 30 seconds

since a Soroban teletype printer is used. Use of an IBM 407

printer would cut overall problem time to about 5 seconds.
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3.0 Discussion of the Analysis Process

3.1 Sorting

The initial step in processing the mass of data was to separate

the air sightings from the 10,000 cards that included both air and

surface sightings. This was done on an IBM mechanical card sorter

and the cards were sorted both by type of observing vehicle and by

observer to assure that no surface sightings were included in the

3,465 cards, each of which documented an air sighting. This sorting

was done before the decision was made to use probit analysis. The

data were next sorted to classify them for a standard statistical

analysis. This sort was with respect to the dependent variable,

sighting range. The range of the variable was checked and it

appeared that the last class should include 22 miles and more, since

any further classes would contain too few sightings for reliable

analysis. This procedure was very convenient: the optimum number

of classes from the standpoint of both reliability and practicality

is usually taken as from ten to fifteen; thus, using an increment of

two miles from zero to twenty-two miles, there were twelve classes.
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3.2 Counting and Tabrulating

The card sorter was equipped with a counter arnd the next proce-

dure was to sort each class of the dependent variable into clamses of

an independent variable and then rerun each class of the independent

variable to determine the count. Here the number of classes does

not depend on statistical theory but on a logical division of the

ranges of the independent variable so as to give useful results in

the case of a continuous type variable. Some of the independent

variables were inherently broken down into discrete classes as in

the case of the visual aids used. The result of' this sort and count

on the seventeen independent variables was tabulated anid produced

seventeen frequency matrices.
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3.3 Arranging for Probit Analysis

One more processing step remained before the data could be pre-

sented to the computer. Probit analysis treats cumulative distribu-

tion functions and not Gaussian frequency functions. A distribution

matrix was compiled with each class of the independent variable

becoming a distribution function vector with respect to the sighting

range. In other words, the sighting range then became the indepen-

dent variable for probit purposes, and the frequency within the class

of the independent variable became the dependent variable, or distri-

bution function of the sighting range. This resulted in 147 probit

problems.

In sorting and counting on the independent variables, cards

coded for no-report-entry or anomalous entry were tabulated and

given a balancing check against the over-all count. They were also

included in the probit analysis of the variable as an extra class,

but no significance was noted other than that, as sighting conditions

become more difficult, observers tend to be more meticulous (which

was inferred from the lower proportion of faulty cards).

The data were ready for computer manipulation at this point.
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3.4 Computer Processing and Problems in the Probit Analysis

The data were now punched into cards for entry to the computer.

The original classification was followed, each sighting range incre-

ment of two miles becoming a point determining the distribution. In

general this gave twelve points on the abscissa for even numbered

miles. The distribution functions were found to be of the loe-normal

type, considered to be a result of the exponential attenuation of

radiance and contrast. The computer program provided for both nor-

mal and log-normal distributions. The input data called for a

selection of log-normal analysis and the computation was started

on this basis. Apparently a major task in the processing had been

completed and the results of the computation were ready for analysis

of effects and trends. Unfortunately this proved not to be the case.

The computer output consists of the parameters of the probit

transfer functton, the threshold, the fiducial limits, the standard

deviations of the data, threshold, standard deviation and parameters,
2

and last, but far from least, the X measure of goodness of fit.
2

An examination of the X measure showed that only a little

over half of the functions were fitted at the 0.05 level, which had

been selected as the acceptable criterion. The unacceptable func-

tions were checked and end points in the tails of the distributions,

that showed very small numbers in the frequency table, were stripped

out. This is usual procedure in probit analysis, since it does not

affect the results, and the instability in the tails may affect the
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2

X measure, not the essential character of the distribution.

Reruns were made of the unacceptable data sets and, while there was

a marked gain in production, there was still about a quarter of the

sets that were not acceptable.

It was at this point that what had been noticed as an interest-

ing sidelight in the data counting became a matter of crucial impor-

tance: it had been evident in the sorting and counting that

observers tend to estimate, or round off, to multiples of five, and

the stacks in these bins were disproportionately high. It was now

evident that, with the relatively fine definition of a two mile

increment in sighting range, this tendency was introducing an extra-

neous scallop in the distribution functicos.

An obvious method of removing this scallop was to increase the

increment in the sighting range so that the data divisions were

locatxjd at points where the data character was consistent, such as

on multiples of five miles. Here the sorting on even miles might

have been a possible handicap, for the only alternative to resorting

and recounting the basic card deck was to choose the divisions of

the existing sort that included the multiples of five miles. This

course was decided for trial, and all of the data sets were set up

again with abscissa points at zero, four, ten, fourteen and twenty

miles, sce- ..... th=,Oe Licluded the five mile divisions. The results of

this run wore gratifying, for only aboutt a tenth of the problems were

not acceptable at the 0.05 level and most of these were acceptable at

the 0.01 level. This last level was not considered acceptable and
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the tail points with very few numbers were stripped out. Most of

these were equivalent to probabilities of lse than 0.01 and in no

case as much as 0.03. It is of interest to note here that many of

the acceptable problems included probabilities of less than 0.01,

which is not usually expected. A rerun was made of the stripped

problems and, out of those that might be expected to give good

results, only three remained unacceptable at the 0.05 level. That

is, the few others remaining had less than six sightings to a pro-

blem.

While one can solve for any probability threshold in probit

analysis, depending on the needs of the analysis, in this study the

0.5 threshold is found. This is also known as the "50% threshold,"

or the "mean threshold." It is the point at which the probability

of sighting is 0.5, or that point at which an observer is as likely

to see as not to see an object. The conversion of the 0.5 threshold

to a threshold of any other probability is given later.
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3.5 Development of the Produced Data *1

3.5.1 Tables

The computer-processed results are tabulated (Appendices

A through P) to show the initial data and the probit analysis para-

meters: threshold (T), standard deviation of the distribution (s),

standard deviation of the threshold (sT) and the chi-square measure

of goodness of fit Cx2 ). Where a small probability tail value is

dropped, it is shown in parenthesis.

The mean standard deviation (9), the standard deviation of the

standard deviations (a). the standard deviation of the mean stan-

dard deviation (sý) were also added to the tables.
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3.5.2 Graphical Display

The thresholds are plotted on graph paper, in a linear plot

or in a logarithmic plot if this appears appropriate. (Appendices

B through P). This procedure aids in determining the type of empiri-

oal function to be fitted to the data. Where a sine or cosine type

curve appears suitable, double plotting is used to facilitate visual

interpretation. In this case the oripinal plot is made and the

supplement or complement of the angle is used to plot the correspond-

ing thresholds on the same abscissa axis.
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ii

After a survey of the data graphs, empirical functions are

fitted to the threshold data using standard least square methods of

fit. In the case of parabolic functions, Cholesky's method (19) of

reduction of matrices is used in the solution of the normal least

square equations. This method greatly facilitates the solution of

simultaneous linear systems. It is described by Salvadori and Baron

(19). The simplest function is chosen which gives a high correlation

coefficient and preserves the character of the data. These functions

are added to the tables along with a factor function (f) which is the

empirical function normalized to the normal range which will be des-

cribed in the section on the general distribution of sightings

(Section 4.1). Functional threshold values are then calculated and

added to the graphs for comparison purposes.
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3.5.4 Testing for Significanoo

Maximum and minimum functional threshold values are tested to

determine whether or not the effect of the variable is significant.

The t test for difference of two means is used, based on Student's

t distribution. The only case of insignifioant effect is that of

wind azimuth which is to be discussed in detail in that section.
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3.5.5 Notes on Results

It is very important to keep in mind that, while the threshold

T is in the linear domain and dimensioned in nautical miles,

a , s sT are in the logarithmic domain and are dimensionless
2

constants in this application. X , t and F also apply to the

logarithmic domain.

To use the standard deviation as a probability tool in deter-

mining a threshold of other than 0.5, the following relationship

holds:

T(p) w T O-D(p)s

where T(p) is the threshold for the desired cumulative

probability p .

T is the threshold which is always for a

p = 0.5 in this study.

D(p) is the normal deviate for the probability p

8 is the standard deviation.

The reason for the negative exponent in the above relationship is

that these are reverse distribution functions; the distribution

function is monotonically decreasing in the positivw abscissa

direction.

The above formula is specialized and, if the user is working in

other units than nautical miles, T must be converted to the new

units in order to compute T(p). The s is not converted in any way.
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It is interesting to note the extreme sensitivity of the probit
2

analysis technique in conjunction with the X test. Twenty of the

problemsp not acceptable on the first run, are made acceptable by

removing the very small numbers in the extreme tails of the distribu-

tions. In nineteen of the problems, this change results in an

2average reduction of X from 10.253 to 1.894 while there is an

average absolute change of only 0.00965 of the value of the threshold.

This result definitely indicates the inherent stability and excellence

of the method. In the one remaining problem, removing the small tail
2

number proportionally changes the threshold 0.186 while reducing X

from 72.157 to the magnitude of 10 "1. It is surely a coincidence

with the criterion of acceptance that this one reading is 0.05 of the

twenty readings in this category.
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4.0 The Analysis: Discussion of Graphs and Tables

In this section a detailed discussion is made, where appropriate#

of the input data to, and results of, the probit analysis. In par-

ticular, comments are made on the graphical evidence and empirical

function determination. The empirical threshold function, T(.); the

normalized threshold or factor fiunction, f(.); and the correlation

coefficient, r are stated in this section. Any other significant

observations are included with each variable treated.

The mean of the computed standard deviations is entered in the

appendix tables for information and possible use, since the standard

deviations of the thresholds appear generally level enough so that

the mean standard deviation might well be used through the range of

most of the variables.
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iI
4.1 General Distribution (See Appendix A)

In this case all records that have sighting ranges are lumped

together and a distribution set up. The data shows a typically log-

normal character. The probit calculation gives a threshold of 6.599
S~2

nautical miles with a X of 4.308, which is acceptable at the 0.05

level.

This threshold for all sightings is based on 3,465 sightings

taken on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts from Puerto Rico to Alaska

and should be a representative measure of central tendency of the

class of all sightings of surface vessels from aircraft. This con-

clusion is borne out by the estimate of the coefficient of variation

of the threshold, 0.0015. Hence this threshold range, 6.599 miles,

is taken as the standard reference range in this study and is used

as the normalizing range where normalization is carried out, as in

the development of the threshold factors. This range is called the

"normal range," TN , 9nd is so marked on the graphs.
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:1

4.2 Meteorologioal Visibility (Appendix B)

Meteorological visibility is defined as follows by the U. S.

Weather Bureau (23)' "... the greatest distance toward the horizon

that prominent objects such as mountains, buildings, towers, etc.,

can be seen and identified by the normal eye, unaided by special

optical devices# such as binoculars, telescopes, glare eliminators,

goggles, etc., and which distance must prevail over the range of more

than half the horizon." Granting that this procedure does not present

a rigorous measure of atmospheric turbidity, it is still the best

one now in general use and is the one in which all observers are

trainedp have used# and that most will use for some time to come.

However it should be noted that precise definitions of visibility have

been formulated in terms of "meteorological range," a quantity that

can be defined analytically, measured instrumentally and used in the

solution of visibility problems.

The 0 -1 mile visibility classification has only three sight-

ings, one at six miles sighting range and two at zero miles. While

the cumulative data are routinely introduced in the probit analysis,

this classification, as might be expected, gives a T of the order

of I0-1, a of 10-38, sT of 10-42. Any further consideration of

this classification is ruled out. There is an apparent anomaly in

the data for the classification of 10 - 19 miles visibility between

the sighting ranges of ten and twenty miles. Numerous efforts with

various combinations of input result in no convergence at the 0.05
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level. The count has been rechecked and the only possible conclu-

sion is that this is one of the things that sometimes happens. This

is the only case in this study where the 0.05 acceptance criterion is

relaxed. The data included for this classification in the appendix

2are acceptable at the 0.01 level with a X of 10.094 and are the

2
best fit obtained. The next best fit is at a X of 15.837 whah has

a proportional difference of 0.00239 from the accepted threshold.

Since the stability of the mean is established thus, and because of

the fact that all other results group very closely about the accepted

threshold, the number that appears In the table is accepted. This

procedure is admittedly subjective reasoning to a certain extent but

it is a considered judgment.

A plot on semi-logarithmic paper shows a distinct linearity of

the type T(V) = a + b InV. A least square fit gives this

equation:

T(V) = 3.476 InV - 2.064, V = Visibility

f(V) = 0.527 nV - 0.313

r = 0.969 , in the logarithmic domain.

The sighting range may well approach an asýmptote as visibility

increases, but there is Insufficient evidence to determine this

effect at this time.

A point of' interest in the threshold table is the sharp an,1

(at first thought) surprising drop in sighting range with unlimited

visibility. It would appear that when an observer has no definite

landmarks but good, clear air, he terms this condition "unlimited."
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However, if he states visibility is 70 miles, he doubtless identifies

an object at that known range. May we assume that the clasuifioation

"unlimited" really means# "I think I can see a long way"? Meteoro-

logimts agree with this assumption and consider that a report of

unlimited visibility should be taken to mean "more than fifteen

miles."
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4.3 Altitude (See Appendix C)

The data on this variable require discussion only in the 9,000

foot classification. No difficulty is involved in the solution of

any of the other classes. The usual run at 9,000 feet including the

multiples of five miles sighting range gives anomalous results. Pre-

viously, when run at increments of two miles, acceptable results had

appeared, and even better results with respect to X2 had occurred

on increments of four miles. This last interval is the number used.

The irregularity results no doubt from only seven sightings at this

altitude. The data shows a linear trend in a semi-logarithmic domain

bA
with a functional form of T(A) = aebA The best fit function iss

T(A) = 5.385 eO'1 6A , A altitude in 1000's of feet.

f(A) = 0.816 eOl01
6A

r = 0.963, in the fitting domain.

There is no apparent reason for the reverse trend from 2,000

to 4,000 feet, such as a general hemispheric tendency to a 3,000 foot

haze layer. The linear plot shows close grouping about the fitted

line. Hence no attempt is made to fit a cubic equation. This might

be a matter for further investigation.
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4.4 Ship Size (See Appendix D)

The data here appear unremarkable, and the probit analysis pre-

sents no difficulty, requiring reruns only where there are four and

five tail sightings in the classes: less than 30 feet bright-

colored; 30 to 60 feet bright colored.

It is in this variable that the only major criticism of the

report form (Appendix V) arises. The dimension of the variable

changes at 100 feet from length to tonnage. This discontinuity

requires a transformation from tonnage to length. With the help

of Fahey's catalog of U. S. Navy auxiliaries (6), a function is

developed to effect this transformation. It appears that the list of

auxiliaries is a representative cross-section of ships that a Coast

Guard patrol would sight. The function adopted is:

L = 21.4 Tw13 _ 16

where TW is full load tonnage and L is length in feet. This

function has a correlation coefficient of 0.985. (See Appendix

D-3 and 4)

After transforming the data tonnages to length, the threshold

data show a very decided linearity in the semi-lolgarithmio domain

of the type T(L) = a + b InL. The best fit function is:

T(L) 1.A44 InL - 1.100, L = Length in feet

f(L) 0.280 lnL - 0.167
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r = 0.982

The effect of shading of target might be handled in a number of

ways, but various trials show that a simple and satisfactory correc-

tion is to add 0.279 miles to the threshold for bright vessels and

subtract 0.279 miles for dark vessels, both types under 100 feet.

There is insufficient basis to apply this correction to larger

targets. The correction is based on a fit made to the separate

bright and dark classes.
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I
4.5 Height of Major Swells (See Appendix E)

There is no need to coment on the data here other than to men-

tion that mean swell height for the ten-feet-and-more classification

is 15.381 feet and is so used in the fitting process. The probit

analysis turns out well.

The data show a sufficient linear trend to adopt an empirical

function of the T(S) = a + bS type. The fit produced is:

T(S) = 6.170 + 0.239 S , S = Swell height in feet

f(S) = 0.935 + 0.0362 S

r = 0.707

The correlation coefficient is not as large as would be desiredp

due mainly to the two highest values. Including these values might

be questioned, in view of the few sightings in these classifications.

However they show no anomalies, have p(x 2) values of greater than

0.9 and 0.4 respectivelyp and they straddle the fitted line. It is

considered better to retain them, lacking further evidence.

It may seem surprising that one sees objects better in higher

swells, but there may be three causes for this. One is the relative

motion of the object with respect to the water masses, which attracts

attention. Another is that the higher swells break up the grazing

reflection of the brighter horizon sky. A third perhaps is that the

object is seen against a surface sloped toward the observer which may

have some effect by giving a generally darker background rather than

the horizon sky reflection. This same trend has been noticed by
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CoCoast Guard observers.

i
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4.6 Cloud Cover (See Appendix F)

No difficulty is encountered with this data or with the probit

analysis. An inspection of the linear plot clearly indicates a

2parabolic fit of the form T(C) = a + bC + cC The least square

method gives:

T(C) = 7.069 + 2.871C - 4.717C 2, C Cloud cover

in decimal fraction

f(C) = 1.071 + 0.435C - 0.715C2

r = 0.903, in the linear domain

The maximum value of this function, T(0.304) = 7.506 miles

threshold, bears out informal Coast Guard impressions that an obser-

ver sees best with about one-third cloud cover. This may be a result

of diminution of surface glare and glitter with enough direct light-

ing remaining to give good contrasts.
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4.7 Wind Velocity (See Appendix 0)

The one sighting of 45 - 49 knots is disregarded. At 50 knots

and greater there are only four sightings. The probit analysis is

good until the 50 knot results are inspected carefully. Here the

parameters of the probit transfer equation are of an entirely differ-

ent magnitude and character from the rest of the family. Since there

are so few sightings (and this is an extremely erratic threshold of

low dependability: ST 0.43 in the log domain) it is rejected.

The other two erratic points are accepted. There is no clear reason

for their rejection.

The accepted thresholds, when plotted, indicate a parabolic

2
trend of the type T(WV) = a + bWV + c(WV) . The best fit is:

T(WV) = 5.48 - 0.142 14V - 0.002673(WV) 2

WV = Wind velocity in knots

f(WV) = 0.832 + 0.0214 WV - 0.000405(WV)2

r = 0.531

Here the correlation coefficient is lower than desirable, due to the

two erratic points included. However, the empirical function is the

only simple function typical of the trend of the data. The maximum

value of the function, T(26.6) = 7.378 miles indicates the best

seeing is where the meteorologists say a breeze becomas a gale

between 27 and 28 knots, or between force six and force seven winds

on the Beaufort scale. This conclusion is reasonable since in this
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velocity range the surface becomes very disturbed and spray and

foam appear. This condition explains the different character of

the variable, WV , from that of swell height.
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4.8 Relative B~earing of the Target (See Appendix H)

This variable is also termed "clock code" in the report form

(See Appendix V). The data show very few sightings in the rear field

of view. This sighting lack raises the question of the practicality

of designing patrol planets with tail observations a major factor.

The probit analysis gives good results although the character of

the few sightings at seven o'clock defeats efforts to determine an

acceptable threshold. The low number of sightings to the rear and

their somewhat erratic behavior make it tempting to discard them.

However, doubke plotting shows the data are consistent in character

and follow a cyclic pattern of the type T(B) =a + b c0s B.

The best fit function is:

T(B) = 6.046 + 0.80P cos B

B =Relative bearing or 30'(clock code) degrees

f(B) = 0.916 + 0.122 Cos B

r = 0.697

Again, the relatively low r is the result of the erratic rear

sightings. However, a polar plot of this function shows an appa-

rently less erratic trend to the rear.
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4.9 Sun Altitude (See Appendix I)

Here the only case demanding comment is that at 90 degrees where

there are only six sightings. The probit analysis does not give an

acceptable fit and this classification is disregarded. Otherwise the

probit analysis is normal.

A survey of the plotted thresholds indicates an empirical func-

tion of the type T(SA) = a + b sin (SA), and the least square

method produces:

T(SA) 7.795 - 1.564 sin (SA), SA = Sun altitude:

o° L SA L 90'

f(SA) = 1.2o0 - o.238 sin (SA)

r = 0.915 in the fitting domain

Thus, it appears that seeing deteriorates with increasing sun alti-

tude. This conclusion seems reasonable since a low sun results in

stronger internal contrasts in the target while a high sun gives a

flatter lighting.
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4.10 Relative Bearing of Sun (See Appendix J)

This bearing is with respect to the target. The data here is

worthy of comment in that the total number of sightings in each

classification of bearing alternate in magnitude with the high number

applying to the classifications containing the four major divisions of

the circle, multiples of 90 degrees. There is no probit trouble and

every problem develops acceptably the first time.

Double plotting of the data (as in Section 3.5.2) clearly indi-

cates an empirical cyclic function of the type T(SB) - a +

+ cos(ff - SB). The character of the data necessitates the phase

shift. The fitting procoss gives:

T(SB) = 7.043 + 0.342 cos(n - SB), SB Sunbearing in

degrees

f(SB) l.O67 + 0.0518(n - SB)

r = 0.987 in the fitting domain

This conclusion shows# as might be expected, that an observer sees

better with the sun behind him as he looks at the target. However,

the change from minimum to maximum of 6.701 miles to 7.385 is not as

great as one might expect.

The question may be raised why the minimum threshold is greater

than the normal range. Does one expect, on the basis of this beha-

vior, always to see better than the normal range? Examination of the
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data leads to the explanation that in total overcast, cloud cover

of 1.0, relative bearing of sun with respect to target is frequently

not reported and under these overcast conditions the threshold is

much less than the normal range.

A further point of interest is that the alternate classifications

with low numbers of sightings, mentioned above in the first pars-

graph, are also the classifications having the larger thresholds.

Perhaps this distribution means that those who are meticulous in

noting exact bearing, rather than the nearest 90 degree direction,

are also more meticulous and alert in their search operation.
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4.11 Proportional Wake Size (See Appendix K)

This is the last of the conditions that lead to a continuous

type threshold function and, in effect, the least important. The

choice of proportional instead of actual wake size was due, doubtless,

to plan rather than fortune. This proportional measure automatically

rules out such aberrations as might result from large slow ships

with little wake in comparison with small fast vessels leaving large

wakes. The effect here is small though significant statistically.

The data appears good as is proven by no failures on the first

probit runs. A survey of the plotted thresholds indicates an expo-

nential curve approaching a non-zero asymptote. The type curve is

T(WS) = a + bec(WS). Taking the asymptote, T(WS) = a , to be the

threshold of the classification defined as greater than twice the

length of the vessel, the following function develops:
T(WS) = 7.295 -1.066e"1"284.(WS) Wk ie

5- , WS = Wake size,

as a multiple of ship length

f(wS) 1.105 - 0 . 16 2e-I' 2 84(WS)

r 0.920 in the fitting domain

The correlation is even better in the linear domain so no attetapt

is made to determine the asymptote analytically, a doubtful procedure

at best with as few data points as are available here.
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4.12 Wind Azimuth (See Appendix L)

It is unfortunate that the definition of wind direction as an

asimuth was prescribed in the report form (see Appendix V). It

seems very unlikely that wind azimuth would show a significant effect

on thresholds of sightings, whose azimuths must be assumed to be more

or less random. A much better and more valuable definition would be

wind bearing with respect to target, in the same manner as sun direc-

tion is defined.

The data show no anomalies, and the first probit run gives

2a total success with excellent X values.

The plotted thresholds exhibit an undistinguished scatter about

the normal range. A fit of y = a type produces a 6.556.

A t test shows that this distribution is not significantly differ-

ant from the normal range and a X test shows the points normally

distributed about the normal range with 0.95 L p(x2 ) p 0.98. It is

necessary to disregard any effect of this condition.

I
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4.13 Visual Aid (See Appendix M)

This is the first of the conditions that must be treated dis-

cretely, and it has the greatest effect, considering the spread

between the high and low thresholds. Binoculars show a great advan-

tage from a threshold standpoint, but this must be a questionable

advantage when only 0.01 of the sightings are made with them. The

interpretation might well be that, if an observer sees a target with

binoculars, he sees it farther away. Probably a more factual inter-

pretation is that observers do not consider binoculars valuable as a

search aid.

The difference between no visual aid and the use of sunglasses

is very important however. Many people feel that, since sunglasses

protect the eyes from glare and strong light and are more restful,

they are an aid to vision. The advantage of eye relief is evidently

outweighed by the attenuation of contrast in the colored lens and the

consequent threshold reduction. A t test shows a strong signifi-

canoe here and it is necessary to accept the definite difference

between using and not using sunglasses. The results are tabulated:

T f

Binoculars 8.908 1.350

No aid 6.637 1.002

Sunglasses 6.265 0.949
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4.14 Range Determination Method (See Appendix N)

The results of this probit analysis are somewhat surprising.

It had not been considered that the means by which sighting range was

determined after the sighting would have any effect on the threshold.

However, the following explanations may be worth considering. If an

observer estimates the sighting range with radar, the inference is

that he has his radar activated prior to sighting and picks up the

target on it, thereby having a strong clue as to where to look. His

advantage over the uninformed observer is obvious. The other expla-

nation, possibly valid, is that while time-distance checks (calcula-

ting distance by speed, and time to reach target) are quite accurate,

and this is borne out by the threshold developed, the unaided obser-

ver tends to underestimate distances. A tabulation of results

follows:

T f

Radar 8.611 1.298

Time-distance 6.629 1.001

Estimate 6.147 0.923
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4.15 Type of Observing Aircraft (See Appendix P)

The results here are interesting and may well measure the

effectiveness of the types of sighting craft. However missions and

method of operation should be considered. Considering operating

altitude, the measure of effectiveness becomes weaker. The operating

altitudes are not normally distributed but are more nearly log-normal.

The log normal means are computed and the following table shows

probit results with a consideration of altitude addeds

Type T Mean T(Altitude) T/T(Alt.)

Altitude (Expected)

Patrol 6.694 1.014 1278 6.2'+7 1.072

Utility 5.836 0.884 1083 6.107 0.956

Helicopter 4.836 0.733 606 5.778 0.836

While this analysis is not too precise, the T/T(Alt.) measure is

slightly more generous to the utility plane and the helicopter than

is the f measure. Again, a consideration of missions might alter

these indications.
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Ii
4.16 Time of Day (See Appendix F')

This condition is defined for dayp twilight, and night, since

sun altitude takes oars of lighting variation during the day. The

usefulness of the thresholds of this condition are open to question

since the t test at the 0.05 level shows a significant difference

between day and twilight but not between day and night. The thres-

holds for twilight and night may be taken as the same. However the

populations sampled may be different. At night it is probable that

many of the sightings are of lights, not ships as in daytime. In

view of the day-twilight significance, the factors are tentatively

accepted. This subject merits further study.

The computed values are tabulated as follows:

T f

Day 6.614 1.002

Night 5.583 0.846

Twilight 5.496 0.833
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4.17 Observer (See Appendix Q)

Here the pilot and copilot appear to observe equally well,

and this is confirmed by the t test with a p(t) of 0.920.

There is a significant difference between pilot-copilot and bow look-

out. This might seem unusual unless one considers the situation of

the bow-lookout and his excellent view almost straight down. It is

a great temptation to concentrate on the area directly under him when

he realizes he sees better there. As far as the waist lookout is oon-

cerned, he would be expected to see less well than the pilot-copilot

sinci he is looking to the side. The data from the section on rela-

tive bearing of the target shows that at 90 degrees he would expect

to have a threshold at about 6.2 miles. He is still seeing less than

this, though perhaps not significantly so.

A table of thresholds and factors follows:

T f

Pilot 6.603 1.0006

Copilot 6.616 1.002

Waistlookout 5.853 0.887

Bowlookout 5.553 0.841

The low number of three sightings by the tail lookout reinforces

the previously inferred suggestion that this search position might

well be abandoned. Tail observations were n6t considered here.
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4.18 Station (See Appendix R)

The data are presented herein but no analysis was attempted.

There are too many extraneous influences, such as local weather and

local operating procedures and policies, to permit analysis of the

effects within the restricted scope of this study.

There is certainly a fertile field here for cultivation by a

full scale operations research study.

One small scale operations study was carried out after a number

of very odd quantities showed up in the card sorting. These were

such reports as a bearing of 540 degrees, a sighting renge of 85

miles, cloud cover of 1.40 and so on. Curiosity suggested pulling

out these cards to see what they might have in common. It was

first found that they all come from the same station. A further

investigation showed that they were all made on the same day,

1 January 1956. The reader is left to his own inference.
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4.19 Tabular Extraot or Threshold Factors (See Appendix S)

The factors (thresholds normalized to normal range) are

included in Appendix S and need no comment.
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5.0 The Test (See Appendix T)

The original plan was to present the preceding analysis of the

sighting data as the complete study. It became a matter of curiosity

to see if the normalized thresholds could be used to forecast eight-

ing thresholds. The results of this curiosity are so gratifying

that they are included as a test of the process and as a demonstration

of the possibilities that further and more detailed work may develop.
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5.1 Description

The entire deck of cards recording air sightings were disarran-

ged by sorting on the second digit of the wind azimuth number, a

classification that should result in no pattern. Then 20 cards were

drawn at approximately equal increments of distance through the

length of the deck. This procedure should give a random assortment

of sightings and a survey of the reconstituted records shown this to

be apparently true. (See Appendix T - 3 ff.)

The factors corresponding to the conditions of a particular

sighting are taken from the factor tables in Appendix S and the

product of all of these and the normal range givw the calculated

threshold for that sighting. This technique is followed without

consideration, at this stage, of the reported range. If a condition

is not reported, it is omitted, which is essentially judging that

the expected value of this condition pertained at the time of the

sighting.
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5.2 The Results (See Appendix T)

The results of the twenty computations are plotted on the graph

against the reported value. A mean line is included, as is the ideal

line. If the forecast were perfect, the computed points would be

expected to be normally distributed about the ideal line. As it

2results, a X test shows the points are normally distributed about

2
the mean line with a p(x ) between 0.90 and 0.95.

The correlation coefficient, 0.695, shows the strength of the

trend. The coefficient is not expected to be high for the computed

points are forecasted thresholds, and sightings based on the condi-

tions determining the forecast should vary normally with resepet to

the threshold.

These results suggest strongly that thresholds can be effective-

ly forecasted by proper consideration of the conditions affecting

sighting at the time.
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6.0 Conclusions

6.1 General Observations

The limited scope of this study precludes detailed study of all

the inter-relations suggested by the work on the data. Some of the

deficiencies are that dependence of variables is treated only super-

ficially; trends of sub-classes of the conditions are not determined;

complete study of the few anomalies occurring in the computations are

not possible at this time. However it appears that the study indi-

cates a positive method of forecasting sightings and sighting proba-

bilities. Further, it would seem that, until more conclusive infor-

mation is available, the factor table as it stands might well be a

valuable tool in forecasting.

It is not possible to estimate the total number of possible

sightings in any particular case, since sightings not made generally

cannot be reported. In a standard analysis of variance procedure the

missed sightings would lead to an obviously erroneous result. How-

ever one must assume that these missing possibilities are accounted

for, to a certain extent, in probit analysis which considers, in

fitting a curve to the data, the character of the distribution func-

tion as well as the numerical values of the frequencies. This

assumption is further reinforced when the characteristics of the log-

normal distribution are reviewed. In a normal distribution the

missed sightings would result in a cumulative probability of less

than one at zero range which infers that it would be possible,
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technicallyp to compute some sightings at negative range. This

situation is not true in the log-normal case for the cumulative

probability at zero range must be one.

It is possible that further development of the probit analysis

method vill allow accounting for these missed sightings.
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6.2 Value of the Study

This study is expected to be of value in vision and visibility

research as a factual basis for checking theoretical studies.

The matter herein should be of use to the Coast Guard and

Navy in refining search procedures and methods as defined in the

"~Naticnal Search and Rescue Manual" (22).

The study should also be of use in any operational research

involving searching and visibility at sea.
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6.3 Further Studies Suggested

The most apparent future project is a similar analysis of the

sightings from surface craft and a comparison with these results.

There is a fertile field for anyone interested in the psycho-

logical study of the choice of values when estimatinR quantities and

related fields. In some processes observers tend to prefer the num-

ber seven to eight, while in others, the reverse is true. It is

understood that much research has been done on this subject, and this

basic data should yield a mass of supportive evidence.

Further analysis of perturbations in the distributions other

than those caused by choice of numbers would be desirable. The fact

that, in distributions involving large numbers of sightings, high
2

X values generally occur would indicate that in the limit these

populations might wander from the log-normal.

Additional investigation would probably determine asymptotes

at extremes of some of the variables, such as altitude and meteorolo-

gical visibility.

Further investigation should be made of twilight and night

sightings with perhaps a data collection program incorporated.

The odd curvature indicated by the altitude data is intriguing

and suggests an attempt at determination of whether these two points

of inflection are real or only coincidental vagaries. It might be

that there is a haze layer or other condition generally existent

which causes such an effect.
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Further study should be made of the few erratio thresholds

noted in the discussion to determine whether or not they are simple

! manifestations of probability theory.

Finally, one definite recommendation: the Coast Guard and other

search agencies should give serious thought toward eliminating tail

lookouts, since, as was noted above in Sections 4.8 and 4.17, the

probability of stern sightings is close to zero.
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UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

0
COMMANDANT 8 September 1955
UJS. COAST GUARD
HCAD OUAIT"KS
WASHINGTON AS- 0 .

OPERATIONS INSTRUCTION NO. 58-55

Subj: Sighting Data Report (Form CG-3627); instructions for

. P ose. To prescribe procedures which are required of aircraft and
cert-ni -Iating units relative to the preparation and submission of data
collected in connection with the program for the collection of sighting
data.

2. Objective. This program is designed to collect reports of 8-10,000
sightings of life rafts, emergency visual signals, small boats and vessels
under many visibility and air and sea conditions.

3. Information. Presently available "Effective Visibility" tables do not
include nmal boats and vessels with which the Coast Guard is commonly con-
cerned, nor is the condition of air and sea taken into consideration. There-
fore, in order to obtain more realistic tables on this important uibject,
the U. S. Navy, at the request of the Coast Guard, has agreed to evaluate
(by use of Univac machines) sighting data collected by the Coast Guard and
to derive empirical formulae from which curves for search, sweep width,
and sighting effectiveness may be drawn. These results will ultimately be
incorporated in a Coast Guard Search and Rescue Manual.

4. Action.

a. Floating units 83t in length and over and aircraft shall fill in
subject form, which is self explanatory, on each sighting deemed to be ad-
vantageous to the program. Data must be complete for each sighting reported.
Forms should be carried on all flights over water and on bridges of floating
units ready for use as may be practicable.

b. Units shall submit forms to Commandant (0) in lots of 100 sighting
reports.

S. Availability of Forms. An initial distribution of Form C0-3627 will be
made TThe -near auture to all aviation units and floating units 83' in
length ar-i over. the fm. will be included in tne Catalog of Forms (0G 218)
with source of aupp32, "SC".

APPENDIX U
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1* 11

OPERATIONS INSTRUCTION NO. 58-55

6. Effective date. This instruction in effective upon receipt and will
be flicezea By separate instruction upon completion of the project,

H, C. FERUINS
By direction

Enolt (1) Sighting Dta Report,
Form CO-3627

Dist. (SDL No. 61)
At aaabcd(5); efi(3)j g.1.2.3 hjkl(l)
Bt c(J1); eghi(S)i jl(3)j d(2)s b(1)
C, A(5); ba(3)
Ds NONE

APPENDIX U-2
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FLOW OF PROBIT CALCULATION

The notation herein is defined for this appendix only.

1. Given (xj, ni, r,) , stimulus levels, number of presentations

and number of responses at each level, determine frequency,

p - * Note: Hereafter the subscripts, i , are to ben

inferred.

2. Determine experimental probits, EP, such that:

EP 1 -1/2 U2

3. Determine best fit trial line and trial probits Y by least

square method giving approximate regression of EP on x byt

Y = a + bx

4. Determine weights w = Q

Z 1 1/2 Y 2

Z 2n e
2.2

P =f /2n 0-/2 U2 du; Q = 1-P

5. Determine working probits y = + Yz

6. Determine Znw,, nwx, Znwy, Znwx 2 , lawy2 1nwxy

APPEDIX W
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7. Determine 5 z -W -Znw = nw

8. Nowt = Enwx2 nwxX" Znw

Sy = Znwxy - nw

Syy ny n

9. Then: b, = Sx-. and al - bx
Sxx

10. Y = a1 + b1x. The subscripts here and in 9. above

indicate a next approximation.
2

11. The X test is applied and, if not satisfactory, recycling

begins at 3. above using a1 and b in place of a and b

12. When iteration proves satisfactory the following are

determined.

Threshold, T =-a

Variance, S2 1
b2

Variance of threshold, ST 2 +

VaTac b2 al- Sa -- Sx

2 2Variance of a, S a M
S xx

Variance of b, 2 1
SSxx

2 S4

Variance of standard deviation, S 2

APPENDIX W-2
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NOTATION

A Altitude; 1000's feet

B Target bearing, degrees

C Cloud cover, decimal fraction

D(p) Normal deviate for probability p

f Factor

Factor function of . , any variable

L Length of vessel, feet

OB Observer

OU Observing unit

p Cumulative probability of sighting

p(.) Probability of . , any function

r Correlation coefficient

RD Range determination method

S Height of major swells, feet

a Standard deviation

a Mean standard deviation

a Standard deviation of a

Standard deviation ofS

a tStandard deviation of T

SA Sim nltitude, degrees

SB Sun bearing, relative to observer-target line, degrees

ST Air station

T Threshold, miles

TN Normal range, miles APPENDIX X
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T(.) Threshold function of . , any variable, miles I
TD Time of day, general

t Student's t function ,

V Visibility, miles

VA Visual aid

WA Wind azimuth, degrees

WS Wake size, proportional to length of vessel

WV Wind velocity, knots

x The accumulated value of the measure of goodness
of fit and other statistical tests.
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ABSTRACT

When non-conventional guns are to be considered or when detailed design

information is required, interior ballistic calculations become more difficult

and time-consuming. To deal with these problems, the equations which describe

the interior ballistic performance of guns and gun-like weapons have been pro.

grammed for the high-speed digital computers available at the Ballistic Research

Laboratories. The major innovation contained in the equations derived in this

report is the provision for use of propellant charges made ut of several pro-

pellants of different chemical compositions and different granulations. Re-

sults obtained by the method descrjbed in this report compare favorably with

those of other interior ballistic systems. In addition, considerably more de-

tail is obtained in far less time. A comparison with experimental data from

well-instrumented gun-firings is also presented to demonstrate the validity of

this method of computation.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a acceleration of projectile, in./sec2

a 0 constant defined by Equation (28a), dimensionless

A area of base of projectile including appropriate portion of rotating

band, in. 2

bi covv..ume of i th propellant, in.3 /lb

c diameter of bore, in.

c specific heat at constant volume of i th propellant (Ccv is a function
of T), in.-lb/lb-°K

- mean value of specific heat at constant volume of i th propellant
c vi (over temperature range T to T ), in.-lb/lb-°K

°i

- mean value of specific heat at constant pressure of i th propellant
iP (over temperature range T to T ), in,.-lb/lb-°K

°i

Ci initial weight of i th propellant, lb

C initial weight of igniter, lb

d diameter of perforation in i th propellant grains, in.

dt incremental time, sec

dT incremental temperature, 0K

dx incremental Cistance traveled by projectile, in.

dz i mass fraction burning rate for i th propellant, sec
dt

Di outside diameter of i th propellant grains, in.

E cncr~o lost due to heat los, ino-lb

E kinetic energy of propellant gas and unburned propellant, in.-lb
p

E energy lost due to bore friction and engraving of rotating band, in.-lb
pr

fi functional relationship between Si and zi

F' resultant axial force on projectile, lb

S~7



Ff frictional force on projectile, lb

Fi "force" of i th propellant, in.-lb/lQ

FI "force" of igniter propellant, In.-lb/lb

F propulsive force on base of projectile, lb

F gas retardation force, lbr

g constant for conversion of weight units to mass units, in./sec2

G functional relationship between pr and x

K burning rate velocity coefficient, in.
v sec in./sec

Kx burning rate displacement coefficient, in.
sec-in.

Li length of i th propellant grains, in.

mi specific mass of i th propellant, lb-mols/mol

M mass of projectile, slugs/12

n number of propellants, dimensionless

n' ratio defined by Equation (28b), dimensionless

N nnumber of perforations in i th propellant grains, dimensionless

p space-mean pressure resulting from burning i propellants, -psi

Pb pressure on base of projectile, psi

p pressure of gas or air ahead of projectile, psi

Pi space-mean pressure resulting from burning of i th propellant, psi

Pi igniter pressure, psi

PO breech pressure, psi

Pr resistance pressure, psi

Q energy released by burning propellant, in.-lb

ri linear burning rate of i th propellant, in./sec

r'i adjusted linear burning rate of i th propellant, in./sec
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Ri functional relationship between r and p

S! surface area of partially burned I th propellant grai• ta,2

S surface area of an unburned i th propellant grain, in. 2

t time, sec

T mean temperature of propellant gases, OK

T adiabatic flame temperature of i th propellant, OK
oi

T adiabatic flame temperature of igniter propellant, OK01

T temperature of unburned solid propellant, OK

ui two times the distance each surface of i th propellant grains has receded

at a given time, in.

U internal energy of propellant gases, in..-lb

"v velocity of projectile, in./sec

"v velocity of projectile at muzzle of gun, in./sec

V specific volume of propellant gas, in.3/lb

V volume behind projectile available for propellant gas, in.3
c

V volume of an unburned i th propellant grain, in.3
gi

V0  volume of empty gun chamber, in.3

W external work done on projectile, in.-lb

W weight of projectile, lbp

"x travel of projectile, in.

"Xm travel of projectile when base reaches muzzle, in.

zi fraction of maza of i. th propollant burned, dimensionleas

zI fraction of mass of igniter burned, dimensionless

ai burning rate exponent for i th propellant, dimiensionless
" in. 1

i burning rate coefficient for i th propellant, in 1
psia

Y' effective ratio of specific heats as defined by Equation (27a), dimnsonloeSb
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y. ratio of specific heats for i th propellant, dimensiomless

*i ratio of specific h.eats for igniter propellant, dimensionless

8 Pidduck-Kent constant, dimensionless

Pi density of i th solid propellant, lb/in.3

10
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INTRODUCTION

The interior ballistician must frequently predict the interior ballistic

performance of guns. In some instances, it is sufficient to calculate muzzle

velocity and maximum chamber pressure for a conventional gun from a knowledge

of the propellant charge, the projectile weight, and the gun characteristics.

This calculation is usually referred to as the classical central problem (*

of interior ballistics. When non-conventional guns are considered or when

detailed design information is required, it is necessary to know more than

these two salient values. For the more demanding problems, complete interior

ballistic trajectories may have to be calculated. These trajectories consist

of displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the projectile and chamber pres-

sure, all as functions of time.

The literature of interior ballistics contains descriptions of many methods

for solving the problem of predicting the performance of guns. (1) (2) Methods,

varying from the purely empirical to the "exact" theoretical, have been devised

in tables, graphs, nomograms, slide rules, and simplified equations solved in

closed-form. Some of these methods require data from the firing of the gun

being considered or from a very similar gun. All of these methods require some

simplification of the basic equations of interior ballistics.

To eliminate the restrictions imposed by assumptions made only to facil-

itate the mathematical solution of the problem, the interior ballistic equations

have been programmed for high-speed electronic computers. Both analog and dig-

ital computers have been used to calculate detailed interior ballistic trajec-

tories. There are advantages and disadvantages associated with each type of

computer. Several years ago, (3) the interior ballistic equations were pro-

grammed for the digital computers** available here at the Ballistic Research

Laboratories. Since that time, considerable use has been made of this program

for studying gun and gun-like systems and for routine calculations.

* Superscripts insiicate references listed at the end of this report.

** Although the interior ballistic equations were originally programmed only

for the ORDVAC, they have been recently reprogrammed in more general

form (5) for the ORDVAC and the newer BRLESC. ý4)

11
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The computer program described in this report has been designed to solve

a set of non-linear, ordinary differential and algebraic equations which simu.

late the interior ballistic performance of a gun. In this method, the usual

set of equations which pertains to the burning of a.single propellant has been

modified to account for the burning of composite charges, i.e., charges made

up of several propellants of different chemical compositions and different
.

granulations. The computer program may be suitably modified to study non-

conventional guns and gun-like systems. A number of these optional programs

have been devised and used extensively.

IN TERIOR BALLISTIC THEORY

Interior Ballistic System

The basic components of the interior ballistic system for a conventional

gun are bhown in Figure 1. A set of equations can be formulated which math-

ematically describes the distribution of energy originating from the burning

•CHAMBER POETL
VPROJETILE TUBE

ZPROPELLANT- IGNITION SYSTEM

Figure 1. Basic Components of the Interior Ballistic
System for a Conventional Gun

* The present program can be operated with as many as five different types of
propellant charges for each problem.

** See Section entitled Options to Routine.
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propellant and the subsequent motion of the components of the system. In the

development which follows, two major assumptions are made to account for the

behavior of composite charges:

1. The total chemical energy available is the simple sum of the chemical

energies of the individual propellants.

2. 9he total gas pressure is the simple sum of the "Ipartial'pressures"

resulting from the burning of the individual propellants.

Energy Equation

Application of the law of conservation of energy leads to the energy equa-

tion of interior ballistics. This may be written as:

Energy Released Internal Energy + External + Secondary
by Burning Propellant of Propellant Gases Work Done Energy Losses

on Projectile (1)

or:

U + W + Losses (la)

In Equation (la) the energy released by the burning propellant (Q) is assumed

to be equal to the simple sum of the energies released by the individual pro-

pellants as previously stated. Therefore:

n T

il[cizi f0± c dT]

Because of gas expansion and external work performed in a gun, the gas temper-

ature is less than the adiabatic flame temperature (T ). The internal energy

of the gas (U) is then:

n T

i=1 (I)

The external work done on the projectile is given by:

x

W =A Pb (4)

13



Substituting Equations (2), (3), and (4) into Equation (la) 8iven:

n T n
V ' , ri dT fi c, ICv dT +A lb dx + Losed

which may be rewritten as:
n T

P"Z[,•zi f 0i dT] = A X Pb dx + Losses (5)

ii =I

As the c do not vary greatly over the temperature ranges from T to T
v °0

they can be replaced with mean values (_C ). Integration of Equation (9)
v

gives:

n

Cizic (Toi T) = A Pb dx + Losses (6)
i=l 0

and solving for T:
n

Czi - A0Pb dx - Losses1.lCv 1i 'C) (7)

n
nCizi

Next, the "force" of each propellant is defined by:

F, = M RTF.i 0 iTi (8)

and the well-known relations:

and: c

i Pi
cvi (ao)

are introduced.

14
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Combination of Equations (9) and (10) gives:

ov (7 -1 ) =miR (x-r
vii

Substitution of Equation (ll) into Equation (8) gives:

Fi
T-
0 1 (i vi (12)

Finally, substitution of Equation (12) into Equation (7) gives Rbsal's equation

in the form:

i _ - A f Pb dx " Losses

Tl " =1

TY

i= (1 3 1%

For most problems, it is convenient to assume the igniter completely burned

(zI = 1) at zero-time. Equation (13) may be restated as:

n iC Zi F IC x

[] + -- A Pb dx Losses

T= 1 0

[ Fi i (if')i ToI)

x

The terms A f pb dx and Losses of Equation (14) can now be considered

in more detail. The work done on the projectile results in an equivalent gain

in kinetic energy of the projectile except for losses. Including thse losses

under the general category of energy losses:

•x W P 2
pb dx= 1/2 -P 2 (15)
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According to Hunt, the energy losses to be considered are:

(1) kinetic energy of propellant gas and unburned propellant,

(2) kinetic energy of recoiling parts of gun and carriage,

(3) heat energy lost to the gun,

(4) strain energy of the gun,

(5) energy lost in engraving the rotating band and in overcoming friction

down the bore,

and

(6) rotational energy of the projectile.

For discussion of each type of secondary energy loss, see Reference (2).

Types (2), (4), and (6) are estimated to be less than one percent for each

category and have been neglected here.

The kinetic energy of propellant gas and unburned propellant can be repre-

sented by (6)

n

E 2g- (16)

The energy losses resulting from heat lost to the gun can be estimated by a

semi-empirical relationship described by Hunt:.2)

n

i=l

[18C ( + 0.6 CC087
0l .6c 2.175 ' 2

At the present time, the introduction of a more sophisticated treatment of heat

loss, with its attendant complexity, does not seem to be warranted. Such a

substitution can be made if and -hen it appears desirable.

16
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The final energy losses to be considered here consist of those resulting

from engraving of the rotating band, friction between the moving projectile

and the gun tube, and acceleration of air ahead of the projectile. Individual

estimates of these are difficult to make, so they have been grouped as resis-

tive pressure in the form:

Epr = A jx .r dx
0.(18)

The pr versus x function is discussed in greater detail in the section concern-

ing forces acting on the projectile.

Substitution of Equations (15), (16), (17), and (18) into Equation (14)

results in the form of the energy equation used in this computer program:

[z FiCi7-] L+ I~C C~ x
i • Fi =-'I + 7i -i 2g p I=l -A Pr dx - E

T=df

-- 4 T + ( I'1) T°0 (19)

Equation of State

The pressure acting on the base of the projectile can be calculated from

a series of equations, once the temperature of the gas is determined from the

energy equation. Generally, the equation of state for an ideal gas takes the

form:

pvI = mI RT (20)

where V = the volume per unit mass of i th propellant gas.

Now, define Vc, the volume behind the projectile which is available for pro-

pellant gas, as:

17
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Volume Available Initial Empty Volue Resulting
for Propellant Chamber Volume + from Projectile
Gas Motion

Volume Occupied Volume Occupied
by Unburned by Gas Molecules
Solid Propellant (covolume) (21)

n n
or: V V +Ax - Cizioi

it-l I 1 (22)

By the definitions of Equations (20) and (21),

V
c

Ciz1 (23)

Substituting Equations (8) and (23) into Equation (20) and rearranging gives:

FICsz T

Pi V TCO(a)e 0o1 (24)

If the bi are assumed to be constants over the temperature range from T to
T , and if the total gas pressure is taken as the simple sum of the "partial

prissures" resulting from the burning of the individual propellants as pre-

viously stated, then:

n T n FiCizi

SPi

i=i c i=- 0 (25)

As before, if it is assumed that the igniter is completely burned (zi 1)

at zero-timep Equation (25) may be restated as:

T Fi I i

1 °i o °J (26)

18



The space-mean pressure, p, given by Equation (26) is used in the cal-

culation of the fraction of propellant burned at any time. This relationship

is discussed in the section concerning burning rates. There is, however, a

pressure gradient from the breech of the gun to the base of the projectile

which must be considered in developing the equations of motion for the pro-

jectile. This pressure-gradient problem was first considered by Lagrange and

is commonly referred to as the Lagrange Ballistic Problem. Later studies in

this area were made by Love and Pidduck, (7) Kent, (8) and others. For this

computer program, the improved Pidduck-Kent solution developed by Vinti and

Kravitz (6) has been used:

Pb n

1+
WB (27)*

In addition the breech pressure, p0 , is calculated by the method contained

in Reference (6). This is the pressure usually measured in experimental inte-

rior ballistic studies:

Pb
PO (1-a)

(28)
2 n1+3 2 (n'+l)

where: i/a =+

Sn C/WP (28a)
iul

Tn Rpfevenr'n A) the det mrlmnatinn of B dppan&; on the ratin of AepenIffe

heats, 7. For composite charges, an effective value n
is used for this purpose.

n

i=1 (270)
19
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and n' = -

S71-1 (28b)

Mass-Fraction Burning Rate Equation

Both the energy equation (Equation (19)) and the equation of state (Equa-
tion (26')) are algebraic equations whose solutions depend upon the solutions

of several non-linear, ordinary differential equations. The mass-fraction burn-
ing rate equation expresses the rate of consumption of solid propellant and

hence the rate of evolutiun uf propellant gas. This may be written as:

dzi 1 S r
- - 1 ri

dt V (29)

where: ri = Ri (G) (30)

and: S i f i (z±) (31)

For most gun propellants, Equation (30) may be quite satisfactorily stated as:

r i = 131()Ci(32)

For certain propellants, including those plateau and mesa types used in

solid-fuel rockets, Equation (32) will not suffice for gun calculations. In
these cases, it is preferable to make use of a tabular listing of r±i's and
corresponding i's (Equation (30)) and to interpolate for the desired ri . The

r is calculated by either Equation (30) or Equation (32) are closed chamber
burning rates. As discussed in later sections of this report, these burning
rates may be increased by addition of factors proportional to the velocity and

displacement of the projectile in the following manner:

ri= ri + Kv v + K x (32a)

i0
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Similarly, the form function described by Equation (31) may be stated

in one of several ways. In many interior ballistic systems, the form function

is chosen for convenience of analytical solution. Where routine numerical

computations are handled by use of a high-speed digital computer, the geomet-

rical form of the propellant grain may be used to obtain the functional rela-

tionship, f,, between S, and z,. For the usual grain shapes encountered, these

equations are given in Appendix A. This Appendix also contains the method for

handling such equations in the computer routine. To extend these equations to

include propellant slivering see Reference (9).

Equations of Projectile Motion

The translational motion of the projectile down the gun tube may be cal-

culated from the forces acting on the projectile. Figure 2 shows the axial

forces considered in determining the resultant force.

~~Ff
Fr

Figure 2. Axial Forces Acting on Projectile

The propulsive force, F p, is that resulting from the prqssure of the

propellant gas on the base of the projectile according to:

F = pbA (33)

where.pb is obtained from Equation (27).

The frictional force, Ff# is the retarding force developed by resistance

between the bearing surfaces of the projectile and the inside of the gun tube.

This is usually the resistance between the rotating band and the rifling of

the tube and includes the force required to engrave the rotating band. It may

be expressed as:

F f po (34)
f Pr

21



The determination of' p is difficult in most cases. Many interior

ballistic solutions use an increased projectile mass (approximately 5%) to

account for its effect. There are several disadvantages inherent in such a

treatment. Although the muzzle velocity may be calculated reasonably well,

the detailed'trajectory will be altered considerably. It is not possible to

simulate the case where a projectile lodges in the bore (see Reference (10)

for experimental trajectories for this condition). For this computer program,

experimental data of the type given in Reference (11) may be used by insert-

ing a tabulation of the function:

Pr = G(x) (34a)

The gas retardation force, Fr' is that which results from the pressure

of air or gas ahead of the projectile, stated as:

Fr = pA (35)

where pg is small enough to be neglected except for very high velocity systems,

light gas guns, and other special applicatioilb. In the discussion of the Energy

Equation in the Interior Ballistic Theory Section, p was considered a part of Pr*

The resultant force in the axial direction is then:

Fa = F - Ff - F r(36)

or:

Fa = A(pb -p P - pr). (37)

The acceleration of theprojectile, by Newton's second law of motion,

is: A(pb pg Pr)

M (38)
or: Ag (pb - pg Pr)

a=

wp (39)

22
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dv dx
Since a = and v the velocity of the projectile is given by:

t

v=j a dt

0 (4o)

and the displacement of the projectile is given by:

t

x v dt)
0o (41)

Summary of Interior Ballistic Equations

The equations which arc uced in the computer program are now sumarized

for ease of reference.

Energy Equation

n

[ 7 f- +i ~(p+ > fPr dx~

i J 0
T=

nF _____z I I

i-l('•'l)o 0 (yi-l) T 0 (19)

n

V T=

where: 0.38c 1.5 (Xm+ 2) (i lCi v2

jl+ Iv
.18375 m
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Equation of State

c~ ~ ~ c i Z i°

whre c 0 (1'z0

S=( Pi i=l (22)

Pb n

c i
l+

Wp (27)

PO= (1ao)-n-(28)

Mass-Fraction Burning-Rate Equations

dzt 2.1
di Sr

gd (29)

r () ai (32)

or:

r' = r + K v ,+K x (32a)
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Equations of Projectile Motion

a =Ag(P " Pp)
pb - g r

Wp (39)
t

V a dt
0 (40)

t

x= f v dt
0 (41_)

COMPUTATION ROUTINE

The set of non-linear, ordinary differential and algebraic equations,

summarized at the end of the previous section, simulates the interior ballistic

performance of a gun or gun-like system. A numerical computation routine has

been devised for the simultaneous solution of these equations. The general-

ized flow-diagram for the routine is presented in Appendix B. Using the FORAST

language, (5) the solution has been programmed for the ORDVAO and BRLESC com-

puters.

Preliminary Routine

To reduce computation time and conserve meory space, a preliminary routine

has been introduced. Here all data required for the computation are read into

the computer, constant groupings (e.g.,

FiCi FiCi CiY I - , etc., are calculated and stored

(yi'1 Toi (i'-l) Pi

for subsequent use, and data to permanently identify the computer run are print-

ed out. A complete listing of required input data may be found in Appendix C.

25



Main Routine

The main computational routine is presented in the generalized fl"w-

diagram of Appendix B. To follow the procedure, consider the three sequential

phases of the problem:

Phase I - From time of ignition until the projectile starts to move.
Phase II - From time of initial projectile motion until all propellants

are consumed.
Phase III- From time of propellant burnout until projectile leaves the

gun muzzle.

At the time of ignition (Phase I begins), it is assumed that the igniter

is completely burned (zI = 1) and none of the other propellants have started

to burn (all zI . 0). The space-mean pressure, consisting only of the igniter

pressure, is calculated from:

FII

p = V(42)

Equation (42) is derived from Equations (19) and (26) by means of the simpli-

fying ignition assumptions stated above.

The linear burning rate for each propellant can now be determined from

either Equation (30) or Equation (32) in combination with Equation (32a). If

the interpolation indicated by use of Equation (30) is selected, the general-

ized interpolation sub-routine* is employed. The mass-fractions burned, zi o,

during a small time interval, dt, are determined by integration of Equation

(29). The surface areas of the unburned propellant (see Appendix A) are used

in this initial calculation. The Runga-Kutta method of numerical integration,

as modified by Gil., (12) is commonly used for the solution of sets of or-

dinary differential equations and has been employed here.

Calculation of the temperature, T, from Equation (19) and the volume

available for propellant gas, Va, from Equation (22), will allow the calcu-

lation of the new space-mean pressure, j., at time, dt, from Equation (26). The

surface areas of the now partially burned propellants are computed from equa-

tions presented in Appendix A. All results of interest arc printod-out at this

time ** and these results used as initial conditions for calculations during

See Reference (18) for interpolation by divided differences.

*S Bee Appendix C for listing of output data.
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the ensuing time-interval. Those terms in Equations (17), (19), and (22) which

involve velocity or displacement are zero during this phase of the computation,

This calculation-loop is continued until the space-mean pressure exceeds a

pre-selected "shot-start" pressure and the projectile starts to move. Phase I,

which has been arbitrarily defined, ends at this time.

Phase II requires the addition of the equations of motion to the sequence

followed during Phase I. Equations (27), (39), (40), and (41) are used to cal-

culate the values of the acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the pro-

jectile at the end of each time interval. Integration specified in Equations
(40) and. (41) is again performed by the Runga-Kutta-Gill method. Values of

velocity and displacement are now available for usý in terms of Equations (17),

(19), and (22). To compute values for Epr = A p r dx, which is one of

the terms in Equation (19), the generalized interpolation sub-routine must be

used to obtain pr from the tabular information described by Equation (34a).

This integration is performed by use of the Trapezoidal Rule.*

As time is increased by the addition of small time-interMls, calculations

during Phase II are continued around this expanded loop with print-out of appro-

priate results at the end of each time interval. One at a time, the propellants

are completely consumed and this phase is ended. A series of switches has been

incorporated in the program to circumvent the necessity of introdacing propel-

lants in amy special order. In fact, it may not always be possible to predict

the exact order in which several different propellants will be burned out. The

combination of the propellant switches and the btart-of-motion switch makes it

possible to handle problems where one or more propellants burn out before the

projectile starts to move.

With all propellants consumed, Phase III begins. The mass-fractions burned

have all become unity and the equations concerned with burning (Equations (29),

(3l), and (30) or (32)) are eliminated from the loop. As in the other phases,

* Although the Trapezoidal Rule in a relatively crude method for numerical
integration, the accuracy of the pr versus x data available does not warrant

a more accurate and hence more coplex methods
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results are printed-out at the end of each time-interval. A continual check

Z is made of the displacement of the projectile to determine whether or not it

ahas reached the muzzle of the gum. When the projectile passes the muzzle

pPhase III has ended and the is stopped.

It is possible for the projectile to reach the muzzle (and the program

stopped) before Phase II is completed. This would simulate a gun-firing in

which unburned propellant is ejected from the muzzle. It is also possible

frLh' UIL1JrcJb'a.M to simulate a firing in which the projectile becomes lodged

in the tube. In this case, Phase III is not completed and the program is

:;topped when the projectile displacement does not increase.

At each time-interval after the beginning of Phase II, the breech pressure

i; det;erminimL from Equation (2M) and printed out. This result is not used in

Lhc computatJionaL routine but i used. to compare theoretical and experimental

,,;uLt,. A continual check is made of the calculated pressures and the maximum

t.'t',•ch I•'C . I:; •torcd with its associated time and projectile displacement.

'Ihio infornmaLion is printed-out at the end of the program. Calculations dur-

ing the last time-interval result in a projectile displacement somewhat greater

tihen the desired distance to the muzzle. A linear interpolation between re-

sults at the lai;t two time-intervals is used to obtain results exactly at the

muz4zlc. Thsse results are also printed-out at the end of the program.

Optiono to Routine

A considcrable number of options have been designed and coded for special

problems. These include changes which enable the program to be used for guns,

or gun-like weapons, which are not of conventional design (Figure 1) and changes

which vary the treatment of some of the individual parameters. It is expected

that the number of such options will increase as the program is used for a

greater number and variety of problems.

Typical options for non-conventional guns are those for gun-boosted rockets,

traveling-charge guns, and light-gas gums of the adiabatic compressor type.

Examples of options for varied treatment of individual parameters are those for

adjusted burning rates (previously mentioned), inhibited propellant surfaces,

delayed propellant Ignition, variable time-intervals, constant resistive pres-

sure, and resistive pressure as a function of base pressure.
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DISCUSSION

No attempt has been made here to present a new and different interior

ballistic theory. The objective was to devise a convenient, flexible scheme

for performing the tedious numerical calculations required to obtain detailed

interior ballistic trajectories. The selection of a program for high-speed

digital computers has made it possible to eliminate most of the simplifications

-of theory required to facilitate mathematical solutions by other methods.

The theory presented as the basis for the computer routine is well-known

and has only been modified to account for composite charges. There are several

problems present in all, interior ballistic calculations and these also prove

troublesome here. For example, useful propellant burning rates are not gen-

erally available. It is known that burning rates obtained from experimental

firings in closed chambers are usually low. The results obtained from limited

gun-firings by the authors indicate gun burning rates may be twice closed

chamber burning rates under certain conditions. As previously mentioned, Qp-

tional methods of adjusting closed chamber burning rates have been provided

for in this program. One such approach is to consider the burning rate to be

a function of the projectile velocity (and possibly a function of the projec-

tile displacement) in addition to its known dependence on pressure. This

method results in the use of closed chamber burning rates when the gun chamber

is practically a closed chamber (v and x are effectively zero). When the pro-

jectile is moving at higher velocities and is further down tube, reasonable

increases in burning rates are obtained and used. Other equally important dif-

ficulties are associated with the determination of reasonable values for resis-

tive pressure and shot-start pressure.

Considerable versatility has been built into the program. Instead of

stopping the computation at the end of Phase I11, a new problem can be auto-

matically read into the computer and solved. This multiple-case feature can

be employed to advantage for any number of additional problems during a single

computer run.

Typical interior ballistic problems were used to compare results obtained

from this computer routine with results from other interior ballistic schemes.

(13), (14), and (15). The agreement vas generally very good when the other
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schemes were fairly sophisticated. In addition, detailed interior ballistic

trajectories are produced in considerably less time than it takes to calculate

maximum pressure and muzzle velocity by other systems. A typical computer

solution for a conventional gun takes only 10 seconds if magnetic tape output

is used with the BRLESC.

Results from computer simulations have also been compared to experimental

data obtained from well-instrumented gun firings. To demonstrate the adequacy

of the computer routine, data from a typical 105mm Howitzer firing were pro-

cessed by the method described in Reference (11.). Tn Appendix D these experi-

mental results are compared with the predicted results obtained from a simu-

lation of this firing.

PAUL G. BAER
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FORM FCTION EQUATIONS

Geometrical Equations

1. Initial Volume of a Propellant Grain

V (D -2 id 2 )L (A-i)

where: V = volume of an unburned propellant grain, in. 3

Di = outside diameter of grain, in.

Ni -- number of perforations, dimensionless

d, - diameter of perforation, in.

Li = length of grain, in.

2. Volume of a Partially Burned Propellant Grain

Vg(l - zi) • [(Di- ui )2- Ni (d + u)2] (Li - ui) (A-2)

where: zi = mass-fraction of i th propellant burned at a
given time, dimensionless

u = two times the distance each surface has receded
at a given time, in.

3. Initial Surface Area of a Propellant Grain

Dr N Id 12
8 g ' (Dn +Nidi) (Li) + 2 ii]gi ÷ 2 (A-3)

where: S = surface area of an unburned propellant grain, In.2
1i

1. Surface Area of a Partially Burned Propellant Grain

(D -u )2  N (•dei) 2

where: S surface area of partially b~rued I th propellantgrain at a given time, in.
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Equations for Newton-Raphson Method* for Finding Approx±iate Values of
the Real Roots of a Numerical Equation

1. Rearrange Equation (A-2) to set f(u 1 0:

i2

f (U) 1 (N±:Ll) u13- [L(N,-l) - 2(D±+Nidi)] u 2

- 2L D + N id) + (D12 - u±d1

+ Li (Dn 2 - N d 2 )} - Vg (lzi) (A-5)

2. Differentiate Equation (A-5) with respect to u

f, (u ) = = 7 {3(N -)u 2

-2 • [L (cN-1 - 2 (Di.+ Nid )] u,

[ [2L±(Di+N:Ld + (Dj 1- N idi 2)]}1 (A-6)

3. The value of the root of Equation (A-2) is then:

f(ui)

U.i+ 1  - fu(u " (A-7)

where: ui+1 = the improved value of the root, where the
first estimate of the root is ui.

Procedure

1. For each propellant, determine z i by integration of Equation (29). In the

initial calculation of each zi, Equation (A-3) is used to compute each

Si (Si= Sgi when u = 0). For subsequent calculations of each zi, Equation

(A-4) is used with ui determined as described below.

See Reference (16) for a discussion of this method.
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2. The zi's obtained from Equation (29) are used to compute the ui's from

Equation (A-7) and then the new Sits are computed from Equation (A-4).

In the initial calculation of ui, the first estimate of its value is zero.

Equation (A-7) is used to calculate the improved value, u With u

as the estimate, Equation (A-7) is used again to calculate a further-improved

value, ui+2. This procedure is continued until the improvement is less than

10- inch.
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APPENDIX B

Computation Routine

1. Generalized Flow Diagram

2. VMST Listing
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CONT12-4-1o-9) 1139
09 3- P.5 194- 1 - j 4 nCO00TI2-5-9-10) 1140
01-FQPI1--8)31 -83;)) 2 2 ',- 3)l 4-9 )3-1~ IP68 )3-;J;-$9-201 141
Oil IF0Hm( t?-58 )3-n )12-6-8 3-4 )1.2-3-8 ) 4-2 )1 ?-;)-7)S-3 I126-9-04) 142

ENDl n010(811% 0 14 F
8 10S MM HOWTTt2EI RD 765

1Pg1~~!1L HA~R HORE AREA $ SS PRESS MAX rujN PRF.SSuRr
I MI PROPFLLANTA
I. CHANGE F0kCE G~AMMA rC0vUl-jME F'LAME TrmP DENSITY A
1 BETA ALPHA ;j.D. GkAJN 014. PEHF GR.IFNGTH NO. PERF. A
2. R-FESIST6NCE Air I PROJ. TRAVEL PRFSSURVF a
1 M ISCELL.ANEOUS A
I Of NO. PFAOP. KV KX EST, MI)?. VEL. DIAMETER A

IP GHWAER THAN DESIREA MAY PRESSUREA
IMUZZLE vEL , MAX.PRESSUFIE X AT PMAX T AT PMAX MijZ PRESSURE A

1PRU.JECTILE STOPPF.I,'6
a 3. St. I1J3. 13.77 460n. 3.024 50000. 1

.0429 1152CU0. 1.2S 20 u 0, 2
1-03 2. - 0 4o134 1500. 3

.0 J 450U. 4
.u 45011.

.20 4500.j,
35 450u. 7__________________

.50 4500l.8
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3:n Q .U A n,i 0l
2.00 4500. 10
3.5U 45Ll' I.
4.00 28011 2.2 12

I___ 4.25 ?6011. 2.3
4.5U 235V'. 2.4
5 .00 t901Q0. I
*5.25 ,1.6 5 . 16

5 14 40V. 17

I 6n.u 100O!! I.

30,01) 1000. 2p
*40 , D 1 oo~l'.L,1-

50,00 1.011. 22
60.1) 0 i n 0 U 23
*i 3325 367(1150 . , 2 A4 31,08 2 33 1. n567 24

W,079-03 .8497 .04/8 .0194 .2453 1. 25
' - 2.1356 3A7Lu150, t.764 321 ,O 24,33. .o567 26

.5079-0a .8497 .1344 .0142 .3,?7 7. 27
PROB

*1
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APPENDIX C

Input and Output Data

1. Input Data

2. Output Data

3. Sample of Output Format
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1. INPUT DATA

Prog'am

Units Symbol

Gun Constants

Weight of Projectile lb WP

Length of Gun Tube in. XM

Empty Volume of Chamber in. 3  Vo

Cross-sectional Area of Bore in. 2  AP

Shot-Start Pressure psi PE

Pidduck-Kent Constant dimensionless DEL

Resistive Pressures psi PRI

Travel of Projectile Corresponding to each
of 20 Resistive Pressures in. XCl,J

Diameter of Bore in. D

Propellant Physical Constants

Weights of Propellants lb Cl,J

Weight of Igniter lb CI

Densities of Propellants lb/in. 3  RHO1,J

Outside Diameter of Propellant Grains in. DlJ

Diameter of Propellant Perforations in. DPI,9J

Length of Propellant Grains in. LlpJ

Number of Perforations per Grain dimensionless NPlJ

Number of Propellants dimensionless Nil

Propellant Thermodynamic Cuxi•LaeuLbx

Forces of Propellants in.-lb/lb FI, J

Force of Igniter in.-lb/lb FI

* See Reference (17) for these data.
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Program
Units Symbl

Ratios of Specific. Heats of Propellants dimensionless GA1,J

Ratio of Specific Heats of Igniter dimensionless GAI

Covolumes of Propellants in. 3/ib COVl,J

Adiabatic Flame Temperatures of Propellants OoKl, J

Adiabatic Flame Temperature of Igniter °X TOI

Burning Rate Coefficients 1nBET1sec i
psic

Burning Rate Exponents (ats) dimensionless ALPIJ

Burning Rate Velocity Coefficient in. KV
sec In./sec

Burning Rate Displacement Coefficient in. KX
see-in.

Miscellaneous Constants

Time Interval sec DT

Estimated Muzzle Velocity ft /sec EVP

Maximum Allowable Breech Pressure psi PPMAX

52
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2. OUTPUT DATA

Identifying Data

The complete list of input data is printed out to permanently identify

the computation.

Program
Units Symbol

Trajectory Data

Time millisec

Travel of Projectile in. XI

Travel of Projectile ft XF

Breech Pressure psi PBR

Space-mean Pressure psi PT

Base Pressure psi PB

Velocity of Projectile ft/sec V

Acceleration of Projectile ft/sec2 AF

0
Temperature of Propellant Gas K TEMP

Volume behind Projectile available 3

for Propellant Gas in. VC

Resistive Pressure psi PR

2
Total Surface Area of Propellants in. ST

Mass-fractions of Propellants Burned dimensionless Y31J

Mass Burning Rates of Propellants lb/sec DCZ1•J

Linear Burning Rates of Propellants in./sec. R1,J
2

Surface Areas of Propellants in. Sli,J

5L



7

Program
Unit p Symbol.

Summary Data

Muzzle Velocity ft/sec VMAX

Maximum Breech Pressure psi PMAX

Travel at Maximum Breech Pressure in. XPMAX

Time at Maximum Breech Pressure sec TPMAX

Muzzle Pressure (Base of Projectile) psi PBMAX

54
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i'-.,

OUTPUT FORMAT

pROJ. WT. RkRRI rANAMRER BEIRF AREA P-K SS PANGS MAX RlIUN PPESIRE
33.00o(00 81#uOooo 356..0uoo 13.77000 3.n240n 4600. 50000.

ml PROPELLANT
CHARGE FORCE GAMMA COVOLtME FLAMF TFF4P OFNSITy

.04290 1152000. 1.2500 200. IGNITER
g66250 6670150. 1.,64u 31.080 24,33.t .067g0

2,16560 3670150. 1.26411 31.060 2433. .056700

BETA ALPMA OD, GRAIN UIA. PERF GR.LFNATH NO. PERF.

oooS(709 .8497 .(1476 .0194 .245_ 1,
,000o079 .8497 .1344 .0142 .3127 7.

RESISTANCE
PRO J. TRAVEL PRESSuRE

.0U0 4500.

.100 45011.

.200 4500.

.350 450n,
.5uO 450n.

1.000 4500,
2 .UU0 4509.
3.500 45500
4.0O0 2800.

4.26 2!0 _0_i_
4.bO 235f)
5.000 1900.
5.2 O 1650.

5.5o0 1400o
6.000 1000o

3o0.000 1000.
30.000 1000,
40.000 1000.
so .0 00 10011.
60,000 lOo

SMISCELLANEOUS
DT Nb. PROP. KV KX EST. MUZ. VFL. DIAMETER

.0001o 2. o.0UoCUo .0000000 , 150 4.1340
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1-14 04M IIoOITZER AD B65

nA.I0 JC..fflPt. nnFv 5'iQlAn P~yý1 AQ.A PRO Via A Vn n 0 ARw n A O
TM'.1Qon XV'O.Oo 0)YFoOUUUo020 5S.?5 .VC,104,247 P!0 *•4 740IS.93
1Tb.1 i)1 ii(n x?'.i~fh n n ..flfll DC0I. 9,Ant 121%,102 r I AAI.AA
"10,o00 o xfl.O '0o 41,0006 -.*Z10,3618 9Z%.IO• 2.*2357,l0

.2000 D0Oo 651.34 651..34 651.34 .00 0000
,200• O 6100 .nno0 n97,81 1n4.117 ,n 401-9.58
.20O0 ,000 U0032 10.945 .116 1661.,54
.2u0O 1101) . loo3 15,533 .1t6 3o.1 ,o4

.3S000 Q0. 756.33 756.33 756,A3 .00 a.0 n
soo00 .000 .0060 2137.31 104.072 .0 4020.31

-_______ IM .1)051 12.444 .13? '661, P
.3-00 ,000 u022 17,671 .132 2359.10

.4000 .1000 875,66 875.66 875.66 .00 D000o1

.4ooo .000 .00Q0 e¶7d.18 n4A.0'6 o0 4021.14

.4000 .000 .0073 14,112 .151 1660.82

.40 110 O.. n( .o0 l 20.,055 . 6, P36n.31

Suuon ., 0 1 0 .97 1010.97 Inin.g7 .no .noon
.5000 ,110o .000, 2202.89 103.975 .0 4022.07
,SOL0 ,rion .0fl98 1!,96A .170 16hn.39

s5uo0 1000 .0041 22.706 .170 2361.68

.6(jo0 o00 1164.02 1164.02 lt64.0P .00 .0000

.60o0 ,00QU ,GDUU 229.89 103.917 .0 4023.13

.60U0 .0011 .0126 16.015 .191 1659.91

.6U0Q I n0t0 ocs3 2!.648 .191 R36A322

7Uo0 f)OD 1336.74 1336.7A 1336.74 .00 .0000
.7000 ,000 .6000 2253.61 103.85a1 0 4024.32
.tUOLA .000 .0158 20,283 .216 1659.36'
.7ou0 ,u00 .0066 2U,907 .P16 2364.96

,Sur(0 o000 1531s26 1531,26 1531 .P6 .00 .0000
.8000 .000 , 0)30 2274,43 W03.777 .0 4024.66
.8000 .100 .1)193 22.785 6242 1658,74
B01Ja 0 .0_. .0081 32,51j .24; R366,91

,9000 no00 1749.89 1i79,89 1749.A9 .00 .10a0
.9o0o ,IOO .000U 229P.69 1$3.695 .0 4027.15
.0g. 9000 .0233 2S.542 .272 1658.05
.9000 000 .60098 36.496 .27? 2369.10

1.0000 .000 1995.16 1995.16 1995.16 .00 .0000
100000 1000 .0100 2308.72 1n3.0np .n 4020.83
1.0000 .000 .u278 26,574 .304 1657.28
1.o000 #000 .0%17 40P889 .304 2371.55

1,u000 ,0a0 2269.65 2269,8S ?269.85 00 #,00Q.Q 0
1,1000 .000 .0000 2322.79 In.499 ,0 4030.7c
101000 ,000 ,0326 3 1.9Q 40 1656.42
1.1000 .000 .Oi3e 45.729 .54D 2374.28

4*See ±ist of Output Data for Program Symbols and Units.
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ji'S MM 14AV~r ý6ýL

*1 * 2otio U 5 7li 1 7) 11 I 7 a .Ii P577.01 . 00 *p

1.2u00 , (11l) *UtPUU ?3S 5.15 103.A83 .0 4032.78
1.2u00 .(,nfl .11,156 &',.5i2 .379 i6sS.46
I 1.2u00 .1.n0 ,0 1.6k 51.055 S37 2J317.62

1.s3u0 ,UIOC 2919.97 29i9.9; 2919.97 .00 .0000

1.3 )(0 .( a C, . i1445 39.548 .42P 1654.38
1 .suOO .0(11 .iil R8 50.911 (12 03 1.70

I.CA Q .100 A 3 02 -3m 3302.3m 33'i2.All .00 .oflflr
1.40oO .nO) .o00o P355.58 103.112 .0 4037.66
1 .4utf 1) ~ i ,.. 0 i514 4,5.918 .469 1651.19
1.4000 .000 .U217 6S.344 .469 2684.46

1.5Utiu .1100) 37?8.2e 3728.28 378•.P8 .00 .Ou0a
I.SuO0 .000 .0(I0U 2s64.0 0 1.QJ QA t0 4040.50
1.5u00 .000 .05o0 48.690 .526 1651.87
1.5000 11100 upsu 70.407 syn 2389,62

1.6u00 .000 4?12.09 42U2.09 4n2 .09 .u0 .0000

1.60(10 .boo .0000 1371.43 1OP.777 .0 4043.64

1.6000 .000 ,0286 78.156 7,s7 2393. 3

1.7000 .000 4728.'68 4t2a.68 47P8.69 .00 D0000
1.7000 ,tu , 1a? 1 8 l p .0 4047.11
1.7000 .000 .0767 59.574 .637 1648.79
1.70uU .000 .0326 86.655 .637 2398.32

I'auu0 .1100o 5384.73 561P.49 5169.10D 1.49 13990.2D31
1,8000 .000 ,O00O ?38S.69 10.30P 4500.0 4050.93

S1.8000 .000 .UB76 685.753 .704 1647.00
1.80uo .000 .u371 95.972 .704 2403.93

1.9u00 .004 6040.79 5959.75 5798.99 2.7? 17452.175
1.9J00 .1 04 .0003 238b.72 102.1• 2 4500.0 4055.14
I.g900 .004 .0983 72.457 .777 1645.03
1.9000 .604 .0420 106.156 .777 241n.11

2,0go0 .('09 6765.89 6675.12 6494.96 4.94 26804.618
700OO0 .(09 .0-00 2393.04 101.946 4500.0 4059.76

2.0000 .1109 .ilos 79.730 .856 1642.85
2.0000 .1109 .0474 117.296 .856 2416.91

2.1000 .016 7565.33 7463.83 7262.38 8.08 37115i.875
_2.11DO0 ,016 ,U004 2396.65 101t739 4500.p 4064.83
2.luuo .u16 .145 84.594 .942 1640.46
2.1000 .016 .u534 129.452 .942 2424.37

2,2000 .(;28 8444.01 8330.73 8105.88 12,30 48449.250'
2-2000 .028 .0024 2399.6 5 -6 -056 4500.0 4070.38
2.2000 .02R .1395 96.069 I.f35 1637.R3
Mo.n0O .028 .O600 142.686 1.065 2432.55
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e.ihf -son 94 i,6 19 ?H .ifll[1 9029- (i 7.7 a 60l59.5j6A_____
Li s I) u o 1 46 0 t113 e 4,1 .) " 4  10 01 1 ) 45)10. n 4DI .44

i.3uU0 ,;.46 ,1A7 2 1.5t/. 0 5 1 ,14 . ;2441,50

2.41JUO 1 i 1j4A 5 • 1 iiS 4 , 9 4 I.110 C ,,4 p4,:3 74389.969
,4u 00 ,o7. ,Onb5 e.4j . t I ni ,;32n 450Uj . 4uS3.05

P.,4000 . 71 .174U 1.4,896 1.4? 1631 .78
2.40110 .071 .,J ? .!,t 591 1 .,,C? 14,5 1.8

2,50,O .101) 1. 15• ýq' 1 .d .1 .S7 , 59 11 1 8• q ,•J ft9 A m 46 89 ohA , 99?'

2.•0U0 *ul . ,o 0.bb ?oU3.7 n fn,.44 45 , on. 4,7 6.24
?.50U0 .105 - .,i9'IU 409,,A.6 1 41 .S7 1620l .32

2.6uuo ,151 1]2.tu. 21 1;2•o.7 123 6.,•Q 4?.2 04894.80

2.6L'00 .1 5n :5)1• : 5 , 4,4; SA .A,'14 .. , 4!)on.n 4098.04
2 .60 0 ,1 I1 , 2 1'6(j 1.4b . 1 17 1 . 47P 1b?4 .55

2 .6uui0 i.15ij * i9,6 y . ýQ __ 247A.48 ___________
k,7U!)0 , .n __ _ . _!_ v44,6 9 13. SP_ 4 , 0 6 1 .1 i6 8, #6. 5"1. 2 1 21848.41

2.7uuo , n I/ Ynl ;e 44i . 12 1 ni .579 45o, oo. 41.t)6. 47

2L7,O0 ,.-0/ .7sLe 1. 4 6, 1) , I *AA7 1o2n4.0

2.7iioo .0i1 .1043 P20 - 53? 1 :.AtP? 24146.()l

2,8000 .O,7T 1t5'1.6fj 15 i23 .. 4Ai 14gi9.7' 66.19 039866.91
2,ROO ,276 ,,21;32 -?199,,8. l1 19A 4SIhl1. l 4115.55

B.uon .278 ?6A 1 5v. 6;2 1./14P 16-1 0-1

2,81)O ,a711 , t1Q5 4, 2 40.85 1/4? 2499,55

2.9U g A_... 1 1I_5_..=_ 6 l. 1i 1P6A 9 ,2 8o.93 1 5bR47.2X
L.9uuO .666 vO d496.46 lný,,."1 45111.0 4125.S.L
2,90(la .6",6 , 96 f.A, 7 Rs? ___ ._ _•, 1_•l .l. 19
2.,9000 ,.F6; , u 26b~ .. 448 1 . fii;) 2514,1.2

3.0o00 f.73 085.?7,6o t2i.ihR. 95 1,77(5.3:4 Q7.50 178638.5'
6nDuo .,,7A .n.494 ?391.9Q4 1nA.i?ý 4500.0 4135.7S

S. Idfin .473 ..4196 1A4.593 2,p7 Its 1A .01

3 .0 uu0 47, . 141 1 .iLŽ729.6'Z'2 7  2529 75

S4,000 .601 2 119.3 p 19849..17 19313,6, 116.P0 1990386 .0

3.1000 .I'.1 .0.) .() 16,u 1 = ? ofl 5'.1, 45n0.0 4146.. 7

S.,I j o o 602. .65,8 19/, .368 2• 17.5 1600.43

63luuo ,6,1 .1561 1,4.984 2.175 i 7546.44

vu , . ---- 2 -, -- 1- :W5 -% A . . s5 136.82 21,9793.76
S.10 ,75,1 *flA ti ?379. 19 l.2, 450n. 0 41 8.66

3 . 2 u 5O ,75A ,3a0 4 0,0n40 15 :p3 l94,.,7

_S62000 ,/56 .. , S1 1/. 7 h ., 2P.4 P504.10

_____,__ ? 3 0 4____ . 4 6 9_ .8 ___. 3 .__1_24n;,.& 159.46 P4060 .•0
,3.S O0 ,9.41 ,n776 e.370.,87 ln16,71ni 45(•n, 0 4171,09

66,3uoO .931 .41,93 R?,,. io6, P..•'471 .. 58M.12

3.3.000 ,931 ,18,a 361., O 471 2582.96

rr

I.8

---------- ~---~--~ - --..-- : -- _-------------.•:



¶~m TMM ;;A F. A A An76 ID

3.4(100 1.1A7 ,a947 2861Pj1 In. .Slo 4500.0 4184.12

3.4000 1.137 e.068 386.n0o6 2.616 2602.74

3.5u0o 1.376 2647B.99 26116.83 25411.94 21.0.69 280976.81
3 5f0)(10 1 .373 .1144 A 5 A .Jl-7 450n. n 4197.72
6.5000 1,676 ,49 8 245,905 2.755 1574.29

3.50001 1.373 -,)A 409.784 9. 7 S 2693.44

3.6•n o a . 43 2)9,0.86 27 )A.3 P681 ,P39 , 3913 P99793,26
3.68100 1,643 . t69 ?A31.9s 1-3.)¶7 45011.0 4211.82
S.6UOO 1,643 .530 ?156.407 2t!it 1566,8s
3.6bO0 1.,64J .2464 43. 8A? ?.PF8 V)44,99

3.71100 1,948 292AU -32 28667.4h 2n7 .r81 269.•A1 317198.79
3,71)00 1.94s 4 ,1,2 J,. 2jp4,A(, 116.1o e 45(n,0 4226.35
3,7t) oo 1 •4tb ,S792 ',)A5 874 4.,10M 1.559,05

3 7 u00 1.948 ;ý6 l 4542872 3 n A1 -- ,A 67 .. A

S.8U u u a 9o/494, .uoH4.9 8 9 7.2,98 -1aj. u6 332954.33
,S.8O0 2.294 .198 I (I.o09 119.625 45011.0 4241.23

3 
3 .8BijaO n ),91, o 1*2d p74,108 3.117 15is1 .97
3.8 U00 ?,91J .W90g2 475.458 .117 2690.26

S.90 a 2.871 31549.9T •J.Jý6.67 0UPb6.96 634,?U 346472.95
S.9000o P? .222 .29 3 7 123 '4 5 4lp~ S__A___4a_ f 1
3,9u00 2p..71 6683 28L.395 A . 212 154.63
3 9 1) 01 2. )1 .3 '1 35 4 9 4 .A [) U .212 271S.-/5

4 .0 .jL, A, i.92 3 40U.96 31995. 5 311 .0. 2A 364,50 357836.8
4.00o01 ,.(ig2 .?77/ 2776.91. 1P),.RI 4500,0 4271.70
4______U .i 9•d ./144 280.417 - j..9. .55A4,q17

4.UuUO u ,t9 S ,33/7 511.126 . ý,9 2737.63

4.1000 A,51 b 3 1.26.? 3 21H1.8A 317cs9,on 4103,76 366805.04
4,10 P.96.3 - 259.?s J32.9'"6 43&,3.8 4281.10
4.1uji A .t,b5! h16 ? 29u.s8 3-557 1525.33
4 .1U 0 L)'55 ,.66 SP -._7;6 3_457 2761.77

4.2000O 4,06t 336A4.j7 A33413,32 322m7,70 44U.69 3bbh4D.Q9
4.2000 4,h61 .j364 Ž241.04 138,493 2710.8 4302.49
4,2uuO 4,061 .8(l85 ?i.o04 3 4fnA 15t645 .....
4.2.j00 4. .61 1.889 538. 02 3.406 2786.5

4.3vuUO 4.614 33945.68 33•9.25 3258A.45 47;972 403930,04
4 4,.300 4,614 .3845 ?721.95 144,66 2241.9 4317#80
4.3000 4.61"4 .856• 293.805 3.407 15U7,47

1.30C. 4 .t14 .4142 54/.736 3,' -3 Ls 1. 3

4.4000 5.213 3406W. oo 33605,99 32698.97 5t9.69 412771,220
4.4400 5.?13 .4A44 ,20d.25 1.51,9go 1688,0 4332.93
4.4000 5,;13 .9936 293.326 3,452 1496,44

Ii4 4b40OU S,•1S ,4016 554.8662 ,5P 344
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!jlK MIA Wnw.•TTTE RDn 7f"

4. 9 0u0 5-HA61 ,3Q99Yg- 55 M41.42 32•640,4 'irl(46 420082.•1
4.SUOO 5+.V'61 .4884 .?18ý.011 1lif.i&1n 1097.9 4347.82
4 ,50110 9; ,86 1 +9 l9 s 91.497 .4, 4 5 !, ,489.41
4.SU00 5.d461 .467S b59.4S0 3.452• ?8'jh.42

4.61100 6.U)58 3:A7Aa.1 . SS
11
9.87 941n0.R4 A01.76 423888.90

4.61100 h..558 .546b 2t61.,5 i'A,16.9n4 678 .•5 4A62.40
4.611100 6. 558 .997/ 288. 442 3.4,56 1411(0.40
4.6010 6. 'S54 94941 561 .5 9 3.'46 P8dw. 110

4,700O f. , -3r 6 6,'• 6 . 8 A ? 4 i '4 . ( 3 ý3 ,7 5 . rf, 642 . 69 A .42 9 21 ,6 f-

4.7o0o 7. i0S .611b7 Ist13.99 17A. !7fs 374.8 2'904.82
4 . 7J 0 I, .4 7 1j I .l1]111V .000 ... 1uI. * U
-4.7u00 7. 30'0 * 1j.1 5b.7114 3. 1,8-0 ?9[(4.82

4.8 U 0 8.3 I Jl,•1 4,6 . 35 3 ,11 3 . I 1 .3 fl; ,A. 1 f, 68 5 5 4 0 ý18 7 .9•

4.8uflp j.jOil .6/bu II.-',52 185.Q47 ?91)7. 2926.94
4.8000 8.100 I -10 111t . 1(110 .1 f [(1) , 00
4.81100 A, 1 , 0 ,P469 _44.75b h 3. 28_ ?92,. 94

4.9000 8 .9'4 S 3 H2 . 3; 29974.7o 2.9 P .f• .95 3 gig,9 05

4.9 u0 8.Y4? 74!)P r-8 O 4 ' ,96.490l 446.6 2948.17
4 4.9U00 A3.94? 1 .LD.iU , I I.1 , t)i 1 ai ,I A
4.91100 8 .942 . t17;4 531.861 6.18V 29411.11

5 .oil oO Q.bp19 2 -2J1 --6. 28819.72 26n4l .A 757.55 368342.96
5.no00 9.1)29 9,1,91 I I)6V.• n 7 .F6 . Ah6.7 2968 .51
5.0100 0.829 1 . 1 ((;. (IiO .(ion .00
5.OOfl 'v 9.82.9 ,5973 5.0.326 3. F,8; 296A.,51
5. II [10) 1[1=.759 27.P 8 6 •. 6 . 52 26 9 P9. r,.4 79?., 17 , 4 .. 9;.8;'

5.1,uo 10.759 .8960 ;d 3/.15 29,.5114 10no0.0 2987.98
5. 1uul) ln.759 1.I1(111O .- 011 110 11 U n
5.1000 1n.Y59 .Y2bp 504.441 2.977 2987.98

5.2000 11 .7 29 29 U9. 3 0 26519, 13 25.847.9 825.5,2 333785.59
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APPEDIX D

Comparison of Experimental and
Predicted Performance for

Typical 105mm Howitzer Firing
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